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ABSTRACT
HUSSEIN M. SULTAN
The role of signal 3 cytokines in enhancing the antitumor effects of peptidebased vaccines
(Under the direction of ESTEBAN CELIS, M.D, PhD)
Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) are the most effective components of the immune system
capable of destroying tumor cells. The identification of CTL tumor epitopes has led to
numerous clinical studies in the form of therapeutic vaccines, but the overall immune
responses and the antitumor effects of these vaccines have been suboptimal. Previously,
The Celis laboratory reported that vaccines prepared with palmitoylated peptides mixed
with poly-IC (BiVax) generate strong CTL responses. Poly-IC, a synthetic double stranded
RNA, activates both toll like receptor 3 (TLR3) and cytoplasmic melanoma differentiation
associated protein 5 (MDA5). Although TLR3 was essential for the priming phase, polyIC mediated MDA5 activation was critical for the subsequent expansion of the primed T
cells upon antigen reencounter (boosting). However, the role of different antigen presenting
cells, MDA5 activation and the requirement of type I interferon (IFN-I) and other T cell
stimulatory cytokines remained unclear. Here, I describe how dendritic cells (DCs) are
essential for palmitoylated peptide presentation and how MDA5 activation regulates the
production of IFN-I, which enhances T cell responses indirectly through inducing IL15
and/or IL2 production. Furthermore, blocking IL2 or IL15 signaling inhibited T cell
expansion resulting from BiVax immunization.
The combination of BiVax with sustained IL2 signaling (provided by administration of
IL2/αIL2 antibody complexes (BiVax/IL2Cx) or pegylated IL2 generated large

endogenous T cell responses that effectively control tumor growth. Furthermore, sustained
IL2 signaling improved the inherent ability of antigen specific T cells to resist inhibitory
PD-1 signaling. The antitumor effects of BiVax/IL2Cx were associated with severe
autoimmune diabetes when using an antigen expressed by the tumor and the pancreas.
These symptoms could be avoided while preserving outstanding antitumor responses by
utilizing a tumor antigen that is not expressed in the pancreas. Collectively, my study
provides a clear evidence that IFN-I and IL2 are important in mediating T cell expansion
and enhancing the antitumor effects of peptide-based vaccines. First and foremost, most of
the vaccine components have been used in the clinic, and applying this vaccination
approach for cancer treatment can be attainable.

KEY WORDS: Peptide vaccine, poly-IC, MDA5, IFN-I, IL15, IL2Cx, antitumor
responses, autoimmunity
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Statement of the problem and specific aims of the overall project
Several strategies have been developed to enhance the antitumor effects of cytotoxic T
lymphocytes (CTLs). For example, inhibitors of checkpoint blockade and adoptive cell
therapy (ACT) have both achieved tremendous success in the clinic, but not without severe
side effects. Conversely, cancer vaccines have failed to induce objective antitumor
responses in cancer patients. Previously, the Celis laboratory reported that the combination
of peptide CTL epitopes and TLR ligands (BiVax) generated vast CTL responses with
significant antitumor effects in a mouse cancer models. Paradoxically, amongst the
different TLR ligands tested, poly-IC was the most effective immune adjuvant in this
setting, especially during the boosting phase of the immune response. However, the
mechanisms by which poly-IC enhanced T cell responses, and the contribution of T cell
stimulatory cytokines such as IFN-I, IL2, and IL15, were not fully elucidated. The
objectives of the current studies were to clarify the mechanisms by which poly-IC induces
the production of T cell stimulatory cytokines and the role of these cytokines in enhancing
the antitumor effects of peptide-based vaccines. Being cognizant with the possible toxicity
associated with cancer immunotherapy, I evaluated the propensity of peptide-based
vaccines to induce antigen-dependent autoimmune pathology in a transgenic animal model.
1

B. Literature Review
B.1. Cancer statistics:
Cancer cells are characterized by defects in the regulation of cell proliferation, resistance
to apoptosis, and the ability to invade host tissues and metastasize to distant sites.
Uncontrolled growth of the cancerous cells causes severe damage and functional
impairment of normal tissues, and if left untreated, eventually leading to death. Cancer is
one of the most devastating diseases in children and adults and is among the leading causes
of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Fourteen million new cases and 8.2 million cancerrelated deaths worldwide were recorded in 2012 [1]. These numbers will rise to 22 million
cases within the next 20 years. Roughly, 40% of women and men are expected to be
diagnosed with cancer during their lifetime [1]. In 2014, it was reported that ~16,000
children and adolescents in United States under 19 were diagnosed with cancer, of which
~ 2000 died. These statistics have been adjusted from National Cancer Institute and the
American Association for Cancer Research web sites). (https://www.cancer.gov/aboutcancer/understanding/statistics)
B.2. Cancer and the immune system
B.2.1. Cancer immunosurveillance: Although the role of the immune system in preventing
and eliminating infectious diseases is well established, for a long time, in controlling
malignant diseases was not favorably accepted. Paul Ehrlich was one of the first pioneers
to envisage that the immune system could repress carcinomas [2]. Later in 1957,
Macfarlane Burnet and Lewis Thomas proposed the concept of cancer immunosurveillance
[3-5]. This hypothesis stated that one of the physiologic functions of the immune system is
to recognize and destroy transformed cells, preventing their growth into tumors and
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ultimately kill the tumor cells. The demonstration of the existence of “tumor-specific
antigens” that could protect experimental mice against syngeneic tumor transplants
induced by chemical carcinogens, viruses or other means provided a fundamental
cornerstone of the cancer immunosurveillance hypothesis [6, 7]. Additionally, mice
lacking critical components of the immune system demonstrated increased susceptibility
to chemically induced carcinogenesis. These results supported the role of the immune
system in controlling tumor formation and implied the involvement of both the innate and
adaptive immune compartments in cancer immunosurveillance [8-14]. Furthermore, the
immunosurveillance hypothesis has been supported by the increased incidence of
spontaneous tumors in immunocompromised animals, as well as in immunosuppressed
humans either with organ transplant or genetic immunodeficiency [15-17].
Regardless of the undeniable evidence supporting the immunosurveillance hypothesis, the
occurrence of cancers in immunocompetent individuals was perplexing. Several studies
have demonstrated the immune-selective effects on the generation of less immunogenic
tumor variants using repassages of tumor cells through immunocompetent hosts [18, 19].
Nevertheless, tumor cells initially implanted in immunocompetent hosts were still able to
grow into other immunocompetent or immunodeficient hosts. Conversely, 40 % of tumors
arising in immunodeficient hosts failed to grow when they were transplanted into
immunocompetent hosts [8]. Thus, the pressure exerted by immune system on tumor cells
drive these cells to select for less immunogenic variants with better ability to survive in a
fully functioning immune system.
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Collectively, although the immune system can control the tumor growth, it can often lead
to the generation of tumors that have a better capacity to evade the tumor-killing effects of
the immune system.
B.2.2. Cancer immunoediting: Robert Schreiber conceived the cancer immunoediting
hypothesis to better describe the dual role of immune system in preventing and promoting
tumor growth [20, 21]. The immunoediting process is very broad, it can explain complete
elimination of some tumors and / or generation of immunologic anergy and escape of other
tumors. The cancer immunoediting hypothesis encompasses three phases: elimination,
equilibrium and escape (3 E’s). During the elimination phase immunosurveillance occurs,
followed by the selection of less immunogenic tumor variants during the equilibrium phase,
which ultimately can result in escape and the manifestation of clinically visible tumors.
B.2.3. Immunological mechanisms that facilitate tumor growth:
Tumor cells can avoid detection and destruction by immune systems through many
mechanisms. These mechanisms can be categorized into intrinsic mechanisms pertinent to
tumor cells or extrinsic mechanisms exerted by other cell subsets in the tumor
microenvironment.
B.2.3.1. Intrinsic mechanisms: Loss of tumor-specific antigens (i.e., antigen-loss) during
the equilibrium process of cancer immunoediting is a fundamental factor in the ability of
tumor cells to escape the immune responses [22]. Furthermore, downregulation of antigen
presentation machinery including class I MHC molecules [23], β2-microglobulin, or
components of the antigen-processing machinery [24] may allow tumor cells to evade T
cell–mediated immune responses. Tumor cells can mediate T cell suppression in a contact
dependent manner through expression of many inhibitory ligands that upon ligation of their
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cognate receptors on T cells suppresses T cells’ effector and killing capacity. Among these,
the PD-L1/PD-1 axis is one of the best-defined inhibitory pathways [25, 26]. The PD-L1
ligand is a B7 family protein that is expressed on many tumors, and its expression can be
enhanced by IFNγ[27, 28]. Several animal and human studies have demonstrated that
antitumor T cell responses are inhibited by PD-L1 expression [27]. Tumor cells can secrete
different products that may suppress antitumor immune responses. Many tumors have been
shown to secrete immunosuppressive cytokines (e.g., TGF-β, IL-10, IL6) and arginase [29,
30], which hampers the proliferation and effector functions of lymphocytes and
macrophages.
B.2.3.2. Extrinsic mechanisms: The tumor microenvironment has been shown to be highly
infiltrated with various inhibitory cell subsets, including regulatory T cells (Tregs) [31-33],
type-2 tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs, M2) [34-36] and myeloid derived
suppressor cells (MDSCs) [37, 38]. Data from animal model systems showed that depletion
of any one of these subsets augments antitumor immunity, reduces tumor growth, and
enhances overall survival. These cells promote tumor growth by different mechanisms,
including contact mediated suppression of T cell responses or by secreting soluble factors
including indoleamine dioxygenase (IDO) [39, 40], TGFβ[41, 42] or IL10 [43, 44].
B.2.4. Immunological mechanisms that delay tumor growth:
Both arms of the immune system (innate and adaptive) play important roles in preventing
or delaying tumor growth in patients and experimental animal models.
B.2.4.1. Innate antitumor immunity
B.2.4.1.1. Dendritic cells (DCs): Tumor cells do not express the immune costimulatory
molecules required to initiate T cell responses. In addition, most tumor cells lack the MHC
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class II molecules (MHC-II), so they fail to stimulate CD4 T cell responses [45]. The host
antigen presenting cells (APCs), particularly DCs, are capable of engulfing tumor cells or
their antigens. These antigens are processed and presented on the surface of DCs as
peptide-MHC-I or -MHC-II complexes which can be recognized by CD8 or CD4 T cells,
respectively [46]. DCs provide the necessary costimulatory signals to support the
generation and differentiation of T cell responses. DCs are activated upon receiving signals
from pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs, discussed in more details in section
B.2.6.1.2.2.). Activated DCs will normally present high levels of (MHC) molecules,
costimulatory signaling and secrete cytokines that are required to support T cell
proliferation [47]. If T lymphocytes are properly stimulated by activated DCs, they will
recognize their cognate antigens and destroy the tumor cells without requiring further
costimulation [48, 49].
B.2.4.1.2. Macrophages: Macrophages have a dual role in the tumor microenvironment
depending on their activation/differentiation status. Although as noted earlier that type-M2
TAMs can promote tumor growth, properly activated type-M1 macrophages can exhibit
antitumor effects. Macrophages can be activated by recognition of damage-associated
molecular patterns (DAMPs) released from dying tumor cells that stimulate to toll-like
receptors (TLRs) and other innate immune receptors. Moreover, IFNγ produced by T cells
in the tumor microenvironment can further activate M1 macrophages. M1 macrophages
enhance tumor killing either directly through nitric oxide (NO) production or indirectly by
activating CD8 T cells [50 76, 51, 52].
B.2.4.1.3. Natural Killer (NK) Cells: The surface expression of MHC-I molecules delivers
inhibitory signals to NK cells. Some tumor cells downregulate the surface expression of
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MHC-I to avoid recognition by cytotoxic CD8 T cells, this loss of MHC-I expression
renders the tumors susceptible to NK cell mediated destruction [53]. The ability of NK
cells to recognize and kill tumor cells has been clearly demonstrated in vitro especially
against tumors of hematopoietic origin [54]. Conversely, the antitumor effect of NK cells
in vivo remains unclear. However, the presence of normal numbers of NK cells serves an
immunosurveillance function and decrease the incidence of spontaneous tumor formation
in T cell–deficient mice [55-57]. Moreover, deficiencies of NK cells have been associated
with increased incidence of EBV-associated lymphomas in some patients.
B.2.4.2. Adaptive antitumor immunity
B.2.4.2.1. Helper CD4 T cells (Th): The antitumor effect of CD4 helper T cells (Th) is less
clear as compared to CTLs. Th responses can promote antitumor immune responses
through direct and indirect mechanisms. Th responses have been shown to enhance the
ability of DCs to prime naïve CD8 T cell responses and generate CD8 T cell memory [58].
CD4 T cells are required to facilitate antibody production that may mediate destruction of
the tumor cells via complement fixation or ADCC [59-62]. In addition to their helper
function, Th cells can recognize and kill tumor cells directly through several mechanisms
including perforin/granzyme B and Fas-Fas ligand interaction. However, for direct Th
recognition, tumors must express MHC-II molecules, which can be upregulated by IFN-γ
mediated by the trans activator gene CIITA [63, 64].
B.2.4.2.2. CD8 Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs): CTLs are considered the main
component of the adaptive immune system adept at recognizing and killing cells
expressing, altered antigens (peptide epitopes derived from viral and tumor antigens). The
ability of CTLs to exert protective antitumor immunity is well documented [65]. CTLs
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have a very important role in immunosurveillance by recognizing and killing potentially
malignant cells that express cognate peptide/MHC-I complexes. The absence of CTLs
leads to high incidence and rapid progression of spontaneous tumors in animal models [8].
Moreover, tumor-specific CTLs have been isolated from established tumors in both
humans and animals. There is a strong positive correlation between the presence of tumor
infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and tumor regression and enhanced overall survival in
humans [66]. Moreover, impressive clinical results have been obtained by the
implementation of various strategies that unleash the power of CTLs to recognize and kill
tumors. Tumor cells and the tumor microenvironment (TME) can exhibit negative effects
on CTLs resulting in tumor progression as discussed in B2.3. Being cognizant with the
indispensable role of CTLs in antitumor immunity, I will discuss the CD8 T cell responses
in more detail and list different strategies that enhance their overall antitumor efficacy.
B.2.5. CTLs and the antitumor immunity:
B.2.5.1. CD8 T cell generation: The development of CD8 T cell progenitors begins in the
bone marrow. CD8 progenitors then migrate to the thymus to proliferate and differentiate
into mature T cells. In the thymus, T cell receptors for peptide/MHC complexes (TCRs)
are generated by V, D and J gene segment recombination, resulting in a variety of distinct
TCRs [67]. The commitment of CD8 T cell lineage occurs during the positive selection
stage, based on the TCR’s ability to bind to self-peptide-MHC-I complexes [68-70]. TCRs
that demonstrate high affinity to self-peptide MHC complexes are deleted in the thymus
in a process known as negative selection [68, 69]. Negative selection and depletion of selfreactive CTLs ensure self-tolerance and limits the incidence of autoimmunity. Since many
tumor antigens are self-antigens (tumor associated antigens, TAAs), these tumor reactive
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CTLs have an intrinsic low affinity for the tumor cells. On the other hand, some tumor
antigens are tumor specific (tumor specific antigens, TSAs) and the CTLs recognizing
these antigens are expected to have high avidity for the tumor cells because lack of negative
selection.
B.2.5.2. CD8 T cell priming and activation: The priming phase of a T cell response refers
to the process by which naïve CTLs first encounter their cognate antigens, and it is different
from the effector phase of the response when activated CTLs reencounter the antigen on
target/tumor cells. Priming of naïve T cells usually occurs in the lymph nodes (LNs). Naïve
CD8 T cells express CD62L and continually travel throughout the lymphatic system in
search of their cognate antigen [71, 72]. Naïve T cells that do not encounter their cognate
antigen leave the LNs and continue travelling throughout the blood. Naïve T cells that
engage their cognate antigen on properly activated DCs (B2.4.1.1.) remain in the LN to
divide, clonally expand, and differentiate into effector subsets. Primed CTLs leave the LNs
and recirculate back into the blood in search of the peripheral antigen on infected or tumor
cells to carry out their effector function [73-75].
T-cell activation is a tightly controlled multi-step process that requires participation of
several stimulatory pathways. Naïve T cells that first encounter antigen on resting (not
activated) DCs without proper costimulation become anergic or die via apoptosis [76, 77].
Activation of naïve T cells requires the participation of several pathways including the
activation of TCR and the participation of co-stimulatory receptors expressed by activated
DCs. Moreover, inflammatory cytokines such as IL12 and IFN-I, also produced by
activated DCs are important for T cells expansion. There are 3 signals that are required for
T cell activation and expansion (Figure 1).
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B.2.5.2.1. Signal 1: The recognition of TCR for its cognate peptide – MHC complexes on
the surface of antigen presenting cells (APCs) provides the first event for T-cell activation.
TCR ligation leads to the phosphorylation of the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation
motifs (ITAMs) of the TCR/CD3 complex, followed by the activation of various distinct
signaling pathways, including ERK/MAPK, NFAT pathway, and NFκB pathways [78].
B.2.5.2.2. Signal 2: T lymphocytes express several costimulatory receptors on their surface.
Amongst them, CD28 has been shown to be important for T cell activation, survival and
proliferation; this is demonstrated in CD28-deficient CD4 T-cells that failed to proliferate
in response to viral infection [79, 80]. CD28 is constitutively expressed on all T cell subsets
in mice and on 95% of CD4 T cells and 50% of CD8 T cells in humans [81]. The CD28
receptor can bind to two co-stimulatory ligands, B7-1 (CD80) and B7-2 (CD86).
CD80/CD86 are expressed on the surface of activated APCs, and they are rapidly
upregulated during infection and inflammation. Similarly, CD40 and TLR ligation can
upregulate CD80/CD86 on the surface of APCs [82]. CD28 ligation induces IL2 production
and enhances the expression of the high-affinity receptor for IL2, thus facilitating autocrine
signals that support growth and survival. Other members of the tumor necrosis factor
superfamily have been demonstrated to provide costimulatory signaling to T cell
activation. Among them, CD27/CD70 and CD40/CD40L interaction has shown to provide
costimulatory signals to T cells [76, 83]. Ligation of TCR and MHC-peptide complexes in
the absence of a costimulatory signal can lead to anergy and eventually depletion of T cell
clones.
B.2.5.2.3. Signal 3: The necessity for a signal 3 was initially revealed in vitro using MHC
/peptide complexes in artificial APCs (aAPCs) and highly purified TCR transgenic naive
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CD8 T cells [84]. Thus, the effects of inflammatory cytokines on natural APCs were
eliminated. In the absence of signal 3 cytokines, a low level of T cell proliferation occurred
in vitro and in vivo [77, 84, 85]. Furthermore, CD8 T cells that are generated in the absence
of signal 3 cytokines become unresponsive and fail to develop cytolytic functions. Signal
3 cytokines can be produced by both APCs (exocrine) and T cells (depending on Signal 1
and Signal 2 strength) [77, 85]. The most common signal 3 cytokines and the mechanisms
by which they enhance the activation and the proliferation of CTL responses are IL2, IL15,
and IFN-I.
B.2.5.2.3.1. IL2: IL2 is a 15,000-kDa α-helical cytokine secreted mainly by activated CD4
Th cells, and to a lesser extent by CTLs, DCs, NK cells, and NKT cells [86-89]. Transient
IL2 secretion is induced by TCR and costimulatory signals, followed by rapid silencing of
IL2 transcription, degradation of IL2 mRNA, and rapid clearance of IL2 from the serum
[90-92]. IL2 binds to the IL2 receptor which consists of three subunits, IL2Rα (CD25),
IL2Rβ (CD122), and the common gamma chain or γc (CD132). All hematopoeitic cells
express the shared γc subunit. However, CD122 is constitutively expressed on memory
CTLs and its expression is induced on virtually all antigen-activated T cells. CD25
expression has been shown to be restricted to Treg cells and antigen experienced T cells
[93, 94]. IL2 signals mainly through the cytoplasmic tails of CD122 and γc leading to
downstream activation of the PI3K and STAT5 pathways [95]. The role of IL2 in
enhancing the expansion, survival, and the effector functions of CTLs has been
documented [96-98]. Nevertheless, IL2 can induce apoptosis of activated T cells through
a phenomenon known as activation induced cell death (AICD).
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B.2.5.2.3.2. IL15: IL15, 14-15-kDa protein, has structural similarity to IL2 and shares
many similarities with IL2 in regulating adaptive and innate immunity [99]. Unlike IL2,
the predominant source of IL15 production is DCs, macrophages, monocytes, endothelial
cells, stromal cells, and renal epithelial cells [100-102]. IL15 expression is enhanced in
DCs upon stimulation with LPS, poly I:C, and IFN-I [103, 104]. IL15 can bind to CD122
and shared γc heterodimer complex via cis or trans-presentation by IL15Rα (CD215).
IL15Rα is expressed by T cells, NK cells, NKT cells, B cells, DCs, monocytes, and
macrophages [105, 106]. IL15 has been shown to enhance the proliferation and the
cytotoxic activity of CTLs in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, IL15 has been shown to
protect T cells from IL2 induced AICD [107, Fehniger, 2001 #293]. Unlike IL2, IL15
forms stable complexes with its receptor (IL15Rα) on cell surfaces and presents IL15 to
neighboring cells (trans IL15 presentation). Although the membrane bound IL15/IL15Rα
complexes undergo endosomal internalization the complexes can survive lysosomal
degradation, and recycle back to the cell surface. Thus, the membrane bound IL15/IL15Rα
complexes act as a sustained source of IL15 [108, Sato, 2007 #295]. Soluble IL15Rα/IL15
complexes, which can be detected in vivo, have also the capacity to provide Signal 3 to T
cells [109].
B.2.5.2.3.3. IFN-I: Type 1 IFN includes 13 different IFNα genes in humans (and 14 in
mice), 1 IFNβ gene, and several other recently identified subtypes. Alongside its role in
inhibiting viral replication, IFN-I exerts an immunoregulatory effect on immune system
cells. IFN-I induces maturation and enhances the antigen presentation properties of DCs,
as well as the activation of NK cells. Although it has been demonstrated that IFN-I
enhances the proliferation and survival of CTLs, IFN-I can also exert a negative effect on
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CTL responses [110-112]. The role of IFN-I in the expansion of T cell responses will be
discussed later in more detail.

Figure 1: Required Signals for effective T cell expansion:
Ligation of TCR with its cognate peptide – MHC complexes (signal 1) in the absence of
costimulatory molecules leads to T cell anergy or deletion. Ligation of TCR in the presence
of costimulatory molecules such as CD28/B7 leads to limited T cell expansion. Maximum
T cell proliferation are observed when TCR binds to cognate peptide-MHC-I complexes in
the presence of costimulatory signaling and signal 3 cytokines including IL2, IL15, IL12
and IFN-I.
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B.2.5.3. CTLs effector functions: Effector and memory CD8 T cells are functionally
distinct from naïve CD8 T cells. Naïve CD8 T cells have the ability to produce TNFα but
not IFNγ after stimulation with their cognate antigen in vitro [113, 114]. After activation,
effector T cells gain the ability to produce IFNγ after antigen stimulation [115].
Furthermore, some activated CTLs also maintain the capacity to produce multiple
cytokines at the same including TNFα and IFNγ. IFNγ has antiviral and antitumor
properties and increases surface expression of MHC-I and sometimes MHC-II on the tumor
cells, making it easier for CD8 and CD4 T cells to recognize and kill infected or tumor
cells. Engagement TNFα to TNFR1 can induce apoptosis [83, 116].
Activated effector CTLs have the capacity to lyse target cells in less than 5 minutes. Both
perforin and granzymes are essential for the CTLs cytolytic function. While perforin
facilitates granzymes translocation into the target cells [117, 118], granzymes, a group of
proteases, cleave and activate effector caspase-3, inducing apoptosis of target cells [119].
Moreover, CTLs can upregulate FasL, which induces cell death upon ligation of Fas
receptor on target cells. In addition, TRAIL-mediated lysis of virus-infected or tumor cells
has been reported [119, 120].
B.2.5.4. CTLs exhaustion: During acute immune responses such as infections or
vaccination, naive T cells are rapidly activated and differentiate into effector cells within
1–2 weeks [121, 122]. T cell differentiation is accompanied by robust proliferation and the
acquisition of effector T cells phenotype. After the antigen clearance and the inflammation
subsides, most activated T cells contract and die while some cells persist and acquired the
memory phenotype. These memory T cells downregulate the effector T cell program, while
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maintaining the capacity to rapidly regain effector function upon antigen reencounter.
Conversely, memory T cell differentiation is markedly altered during persistent antigen
exposure and/or inflammation i.e. during chronic infections and cancer. This defect in the
differentiation program has been known as T cell exhaustion. T cell exhaustion is
characterized by loss of effector function, enhanced expression of inhibitory receptors, and
altered expression of transcription factors. It has been shown that T cell exhaustion inhibits
optimum control of infections and tumors. [123-127].
B.2.6. Strategies to enhance antitumor effects of CTLs and evaluation of their
safety:
Several strategies have been developed to harness and enhance the ability of CTLs to
recognize and destroy tumor cells. Although it was initially thought that these strategies
would be a safe option for conventional cancer treatments, severe side events have been
observed [128, 129].
B.2.6.1. Targeting the immune checkpoint inhibitory pathways: Checkpoint blockade such
as program cell death-1 (PD-1) and cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4) have been
shown to limit the function of CTLs and induce an exhaustion phenotype. Targeting these
2 pathways with monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) that inhibit checkpoint receptor – ligand
interactions has demonstrated effective antitumor responses in animal and human studies.
The antitumor effect of checkpoint blockade inhibitors is dependent on existent antitumor
T cell responses that in many circumstances are absent or not sufficient to achieve objective
antitumor effects. Thus, it is not surprising that only limited number of patients respond to
these therapies.
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Autoimmune pathology associated with checkpoint blockade inhibitors: In many instances
checkpoint blocking inhibitors have been shown to induce severe autoimmune pathology
[130]. Colitis and pneumonitis are the most common side effects reported with checkpoint
blockade inhibitors [131]. The incidence of autoimmune pathology depends on the type of
checkpoint blockade inhibitor used. For example, CTLA-4 but not PD-1 blockade has been
reported to induce hypophysitis. Conversely, PD-1 blockade has been associated with
hypothyroidism, which is rarely observed in patients treated with CTLA-4 blockade.
Moreover, the use of CTLA-4 antibody are expected to be associated with broader and
nonspecific side effects than PD-1 blockade, because CTLA-4 blockade is primarily
affecting CD4+ T cells in lymphatic tissue at an early stage of development [132]. Fatal
myocarditis has been reported in 2 patients with metastatic melanoma developed during
combination of PD-1 and CTLA-4 blockade [133].
B.2.6.2. Cytokines: One of the pillars of human cancer immunotherapy is the use of
cytokines to enhance the antitumor immune responses. IFN-I, IL2 and IL15 have been
extensively examined in many clinical trials for treatment of several tumors [134].
B.2.6.2.1. Recombinant IFN-α (Intron-A; Merck) was the first cytokine approved by the
FDA for treatment of patients with hairy cell leukemia and patients with high-risk stage
IIB/III melanoma [135, 136]. The antitumor effect of IFN-α could be attributed to its strong
and wide immunomodulatory effects. IFN-α has been shown to promote DC maturation,
CD8 T cell priming, increase the cytotoxicity and the survival of both effector and memory
CTL responses, enhance Th1 responses, enhance cytotoxicity and survival of NK cells and
positively regulates antibody production [137]. A wide range of autoimmune pathology
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has been associated with IFN-α treatments. These events include diabetes, vitiligo, in
addition to aggravation of preexisting autoimmune diseases [138].
B.2.6.2.2. Recombinant IL2 (Aldesleukin, Proleukin; Prometheus) was approved by the
FDA for the treatment of patients with metastatic renal cell carcinomas and metastatic
melanoma. The antitumor effect of IL2 can be attributed to its ability to induce
proliferation, activation and survival of CTLs and NK cells. Although IL2 was originally
seen as a key factor of augmenting the effector function of CTLs response, IL2 therapy can
be associated with the expansion of Treg cells [139, 140]. IL2 therapy at high doses (highdose IL2) has been associated with severe side effects such as “flu-like” symptoms (due to
abundant release of pro-inflammatory cytokines), capillary leak syndrome and hypotension
(mainly due to increasing the level of angiopoietin 2 and nitric oxide) [141, 142]. Alongside
systemic and non-immune related systemic toxicities, exacerbation of autoimmunity due
to IL2 therapy has been observed. For example, high-dose IL2 therapy aggravates diabetes
and induced myasthenia gravis, hypothyroidism and polymyositis [143, 144].
B.2.6.2.3. Several clinical trials testing recombinant IL15, IL12 or IL21 are ongoing. The
rationale for using these cytokines in immunotherapy is based on that fact that they have
strong immune-stimulating capabilities.
B.2.6.3. Adoptive T cell therapy (ACT): Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) can be
isolated from surgically removed tumor masses, expanded ex vivo to a large numbers and
subsequently re-infused back into the patients with high dose IL2. To further improve
repopulation of infused TILs and hence the efficacy of ACT, host lymphodepletion (by
using chemotherapy or whole-body irradiation) has been implemented [145]. ACT has
achieved many dramatic antitumor effects with many objective responses in sizeable
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number of patients and some complete tumor regressions [146]. On the other side, ACT
still monocentric (not widely practiced), technically challenging, not cost effective, and
cannot be applied when TILs are not readily available. ACT can also be performed using
genetically modified T cells expressing specific TCRs or chimeric antibody/TCR receptors
(CAR-T cells). Furthermore, lymphodepletion or the use of high dose IL2 generate severe
undesirable effects [141, 142]. Severe autoimmune pathology associated with ACT has
been documented, which include cachexia, anemia, pancreatitis, and colitis. Nevertheless,
the incidence of lethal toxicity varied depending on the TCR [147]. In humans, adoptive
transfer of transgenic T cells that recognize self-antigen induced intolerable toxicities. The
incidence of autoimmunity was shown to be associated with the increased affinity and
avidity of TCRs for self-antigens [148, 149]. Mispairing between the transduced and the
endogenous TCR that generates TCR of neo-specificities can explain the susceptibility of
normal tissue to these cells. Fatal off-target cardiac failure after MAGE-A3 ACT was
reported in patients [150].
B.2.6.4. Active immunization: Vaccination is a practical approach to increase the number
of tumor reactive T cells in cancer patients. Many tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) have
been described and used in vitro to generate tumor specific T cell which can recognize the
tumor cells [151]. Consequently, various clinical trials have been conducted with these
TAAs using different vaccination strategies. For example, vaccination with recombinant
protein TAAs, plasmid DNA encoding TAAs or synthetic peptides representing the
identified CD8 T cell epitopes have been extensively studied in humans and animal models.
Irrespective of the vaccination strategies, the immune responses generated by most
vaccines and their antitumor effects have been so far suboptimal [152, 153, Gilboa, 2007
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#300]. In accordance with the low response rate achieved by cancer vaccines,
autoimmunity associated with these vaccines is also rare. Thyroiditis and insulitis have
been reported in melanoma patients treated with vaccines and high dose IL2 but these
events were mostly associated with the use of IL2 not to the immune responses generated
by the vaccines [154]. There is some debate that using more potent vaccination strategies
could induce more severe and off-target side effects. For example, Cho et al (from the Celis
laboratory) reported in a mouse model that potent vaccination strategy using melanosomal
antigen induced autoimmune pathology in the form of vitiligo [155]. However, similar
findings have not reported in humans, most likely because the vaccines so far used in these
studies elicit much weaker T cell responses as compared with the mouse vaccines
developed by the Celis lab, which yet have not been tested in humans.
B.2.7. Peptide-based vaccines and factors that determine their efficiency:
Peptide-based vaccines showed a great potential in expanding antigen specific cells in mice
and humans. A summary of the advantages and limitations of peptide-based vaccines are
listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Advantages and limitations of peptide-based vaccines
Advantages

Limitations

Safe and off shelf reagent

Binding of small peptide directly to MHCI may induce tolerance

High stability in many storage conditions

MHCI restriction limited the relevance of
single peptides to certain HLA alleles

Very effective in expanding T cell Highly sensitive to peptidases in vivo
responses
Using

defined

epitopes

can

unwanted autoimmune pathology

avoid Most peptides are poorly immunogenic
due to their low binding affinity

The same vaccine formulation can be used Group of peptides may be used to generate
for the booster dose

large number of tumor reactive T cell

B.2.7.1. Peptide length and construct formulation: The size of peptide epitopes can vary.
Short peptide (minimal) epitopes consisting of 8-12 amino acids can bind directly to MHCI on virtually any nucleated cells including non-professional antigen-presenting cells
(npAPCs). Thus, short/minimal epitope vaccines could potentially induce tolerance or
anergy if presented to naïve T cells by npAPCs [156, 157]. Conversely, peptides larger
than the minimal epitopes (long peptides) cannot bind directly to MHC-I and must be
internalized and processed (trimmed) before binding to MHC-I. Thus, only professional
APCs capable of antigen cross-presentation such as DCs can present the long peptides to
CD8 T cells [158-160]. In view of this, there is the notion that long peptides will be more
effective immunogens than the minimal peptides. Long peptides may induce T helper cell
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responses that could support long-term T cell memory [161]. However, modification of
short peptides to generate amphiphilic peptides was an effective strategy for optimizing
vaccines and generating CTL responses [162]. For example, adding 2 palmitic acid (Pam)
molecules to a minimal CTL epitope (palmitoylated peptides) dramatically enhanced the
immunogenicity [163]. The immunogenicity of palmitoylated peptides construct cannot be
merely attributed to increased epitope length because long non-amphiphilic long peptides
were less immunogenic in the same vaccination strategy [163]. Palmitoylated peptides
have been shown to self-assemble into nano-size virus like particles increasing their overall
immunogenicity (Cho and Celis, unpublished data).
B.2.7.2. Adjuvants: There is accumulating evidence that effective vaccination strategies
depend on the quality of the immune adjuvant used. Vaccine adjuvants can enhance
vaccine efficiency through; innate immunity activation, recruitment and activation of DCs,
enhancing their antigen presentation and increasing the production of signal 3 cytokines
and hence enhancing T cell proliferation and effector function.
B.2.7.2.1. Incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA): IFA consists of an oil:water emulsion that
creates a depot effect and sequesters the antigen at the injection site (typically s.c.)
increasing persistence and preventing degradation of the antigen. A clinical grade
formulation of IFA, Montanide ISA has been the most commonly used adjuvant with
peptide vaccines for treating melanoma in humans. In mice, vaccination using IFA mainly
induced Th2 but not Th1 responses with induction of a large number of eosinophils at the
vaccine site [164]. Moreover, there are additional concerns regarding the use of IFA as
immunological adjuvant [165, 166]. Repeated IFA injection increased the frequency of
Tregs. Furthermore, induction of chronic inflammation at the injection site can serve as
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graveyard and attract antigen-specific T cells back to the vaccine site, depleting them from
circulation [166]. In view of the above, it is not surprising that peptide vaccines
administered with IFA are poorly immunogenic and have not been very effective in the
clinic.
B.2.7.2.2. The use of TLR agonists as adjuvants can enhance vaccination efficacy mainly
through activation of innate immune mechanisms including DCs mediated partially by
IFN-I signaling. Several TLR agonists have been tested in the vaccination setting,
including agonists for TLRs 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9 [167-169]. Although ligands for TLR2/6,
TLR3, TLR4, TLR7, or TLR9 were similarly effective in priming the CTL responses, these
ligands showed different effects during the booster phase of immune responses [170].
Boosting with TLR3 agonist (poly-IC) was superior to other TLR agonists [170].
Nonetheless, boosts using poly-IC were effective in expanding CD8 T cell responses in
mice primed with CpG-ODN, indicating that the antigen reactive T cells generated during
the CpG-ODN prime were not defective and that poly-IC possesses an additional immunestimulatory activity necessary for T cell expansion, which is absent in CpG-ODN [163,
171]. Data from the Celis laboratory and others suggested that the unique ability of polyIC to elicit huge CD8 responses after a boost relies on MDA5 stimulation, mediated in part
by IFN-I, providing S3 to the antigen-stimulated T cells [163, 172].
B.2.7.2.3. Costimulation of DCs via CD40 ligation is another way to improve peptide
vaccines. The CD40 receptor is expressed on many immune cells including DCs, B cells
and macrophages. While its ligand, CD154 (CD40-L) is expressed mainly on activated
CD4 T cells, its expression can also be detected on B cells and other cells [173-175]. CD40
ligation leads to full maturation of DCs, promote cytokine production, upregulation of
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costimulatory molecules and facilitates antigen cross-presentation [176, 177]. Agonistic
CD40 costimulatory monoclonal antibodies (αCD40 mAb) have been used to enhance and
promote CD8 T cell expansion and their antitumor effects [170]. T cell independent
antitumor effect of αCD40 was reported [178, 179]
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B.2.8. Project Aims
For several years, the Celis laboratory has been developing therapeutic peptide vaccines
aimed at eliciting strong and lasting antitumor CTL responses similar to those observed
during acute viral infections where 25-70% of all CD8 T cells are antigen specific [155,
163, 170, 180]. In previous studies, it was found that using modified palmitoylated peptides
(pam-peptides) in combination with poly-IC (pam-BiVax) resulted in substantial CTL
responses [163]. Although only pam-peptides could generate strong CTL responses during
the primary phase, vaccine boosts using either the pam-peptide or the minimal peptide
epitopes were able to dramatically expand the CTL responses. While it is expected that
pam-peptides require antigen-processing to generate the CTL epitopes and that
professional APCs, most probably DCs, would be essential to prime the CTLs, it is possible
that the minimal CTL peptide epitope, which does not require further processing can be
presented by both DCs and npAPCs to achieve the booster-mediated CTL expansion.
Previous research showed that poly-IC mediated MDA5 activation was essential for T cell
expansion [163]. Although, these studies linked the boosting capacity of MDA5 to IFN-I
production; it was also shown that IFN-I was not required when pam-peptides were used
during the booster expansion phase. However, CTL expansion using minimal peptide
required IFN-I signals [163]. These observations suggest that MDA5 can stimulate APCs
to generate in addition to IFN-I, other T cell stimulatory activities capable of sustaining the
T cell expansion phase when peptide presentation is restricted to the pAPCs. To study this
possibility the following aims were proposed:
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B.2.8.1. To evaluate the role of MDA5 in an antigen mediated T cell expansion
Here I studied the role of MDA5 signaling in DC activation and in the generation of T cell
stimulatory activity. I evaluated the APC subsets involved in the priming and the expansion
phases of T cell responses generated by peptide/poly-IC vaccines. Lastly, I established
which APC subsets produced IFN-I after poly-IC stimulation and the role of other T cell
stimulatory cytokines such as IL2 and IL15 in the priming and expansion phases.

B.2.8.2. To study the effect of sustained IL2 signaling in the expansion of antigen specific
T cells by peptide/poly-IC vaccines
I evaluated the mechanisms by which persistent IL2 signaling in the form of IL2/αIL2
mAb complexes or pegylated IL2 lead to vast expansion of tumor reactive T cells and
enhance the antitumor effect of peptide/poly-IC vaccines. The timing of IL2 administration
and the molecular mechanisms by which IL2 signaling enhances the antitumor effect of T
cells were explored.

B.2.8.3. To evaluate potential autoimmune pathology associated with anti-cancer peptidebased vaccines
Being cognizant that potent antitumor immunotherapy such as checkpoint blockade
inhibitors or ACT can cause severe antigen-dependent autoimmune side effects, I tested
the ability of different vaccination strategies to induce autoimmune diabetes using a rat
insulin promoter / viral glycoprotein (RIP-gp) animal tumor model.
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ABSTRACT
Immunotherapy has shown a tremendous success in treating many cancers. Unfortunately,
this success is frequently associated with severe autoimmune pathology. In this study, we
used the RIP-gp mouse model to assess the therapeutic benefit of peptide vaccination while
evaluating the possible associated autoimmune pathology. We report that palmitoylated
gp33-41 peptide and poly-IC vaccine (BiVax) generated ~ 5-10 % of antigen specific T
cell responses in wild type and supposedly immune tolerant RIP-gp mice. Boosting with
BiVax in combination with αCD40 antibody (TriVax) or BiVax in combination with IL2/αIL2 antibody (IL2Cx) significantly increased the immune responses (~30-50%).
Interestingly, BiVax/IL2Cx showed better control of tumor growth than TriVax. However,
this effect was associated with high incidence of diabetes in an antigen and CD8 dependent
fashion. T cell responses generated by BiVax/IL2Cx were highly resistant to PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitory signals. In contrast, PD-1 ligation inhibited the ability of T cells generated by
TriVax to recognize tumor cells in vitro. However, blocking PD-1/PD-L1 axis enhanced
the ability of TriVax to control tumor growth and increased the incidence of diabetes in
RIP-gp mice. Finally, severe autoimmunity by the BiVax/IL2Cx vaccine can be prevented
while preserving outstanding antitumor responses by utilizing a tumor antigen not
expressed in the pancreas. These data provide a clear evidence that peptide based vaccines
can expand vast endogenous T cell responses which effectively control tumor growth but
with high potential of autoimmune pathology.
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INTRODUCTION
Cancer immunotherapy has been shown to be effective in treating many cancer types.
Immunotherapy is gradually replacing various traditional cancer treatments (chemotherapy
and radiation) as first line therapies. Specifically, blockade of checkpoint inhibitors,
programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen 4
(CTLA-4) have demonstrated significant antitumor efficacy in the clinic [181-183].
Unfortunately, the success of checkpoint blockade has frequently been associated with
serious autoimmune reactions [184, 185]. In addition, the efficacy of checkpoint blockade
appears to rely on the existence of antitumor T cells, which in many instances are nonexistent or insufficient to achieve an antitumor effect. In view of this, it is not surprising
that only a limited number of patients show objective responses to checkpoint blockade
therapy. Thus, we advocate that therapeutic vaccines capable of generating substantial
numbers of antitumor T cells will enhance the overall efficacy of checkpoint blockade
therapy.
For some time, our group has been developing vaccination strategies capable of stimulating
and expanding substantial numbers of tumor-reactive T cells and recently we were
successful with a peptide vaccine where 20-60 % of total CD8 cells were shown to be
antigen specific and capable of limiting tumor growth in mice. One of these vaccines
(TriVax) contained 3 components, a minimal CD8 T cell peptide epitope, poly-IC, and
αCD40 costimulatory mAb [170, 186, 187]. More recently, we reported that another
vaccine with just 2 components (BiVax) using an amphiphilic peptide construct and polyIC also generated substantial T cell responses [170].
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The therapeutic antitumor responses of TriVax and BiVax against established B16
melanomas were greatly improved with the
concurrent administration of either αPD-L1 mAb or with IL2/αIL2 mAb complexes
(IL2Cx) [155, 163]. In these vaccination studies, CD8 peptide epitopes from melanosomal
differentiation antigens (Trp1 and Trp2) were used and the antitumor efficacy was
correlated with the occurrence of widespread vitiligo, an autoimmune reaction that is not
considered life threatening. These findings indicated that these vaccines can overcome
immune tolerance, but the question arises whether they could generate more severe
autoimmune pathology if a peptide epitope was expressed in a vital organ. To examine this
possibility, we used a well-characterized transgenic mouse model (RIP-gp) that expresses
a viral glycoprotein (LCMV-gp) in the pancreas [188]. The goal of the present study was
to evaluate the ability of the optimized peptide vaccines to induce therapeutic antitumor
effects in RIP-gp mice and examine the possibility of triggering severe autoimmune
pathology in the form of diabetes. The results in this model system show that vaccines
containing immunodominant CD8 T cell epitopes from LCMV-gp can overcome immune
tolerance and generate massive T cell responses in RIP-gp mice. However, to achieve
optimal therapeutic antitumor effects the vaccines had to be administered in combination
with either IL2Cx or PD-1 blockade, which resulted in an increased incidence of diabetes.
Moreover, peptide vaccines utilizing tumor specific antigen are less likely to induce
autoimmune diseases.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice, cell lines and blood glucose monitoring:
Six- to 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice (WT) were obtained from National Cancer
Institute/Charles River program. RIP-gp mice were obtained from Dr. Pamela S. Ohashi
(Princess Margaret Cancer Center, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada) and bred in
our facility. B16F10 murine melanoma was obtained from the American Type Culture
Collection, Manassas, VA. B16F10 cells transfected with a plasmid encoding the LCMV
gp33-41 CD8 T cell epitope (B16F10gp33-41) were made by A. Prevost-Blondel, et al.,
[189], were kindly provided by Dr. P. Ohashi and maintained in selection media containing
200 µg/ml G418. Blood glucose levels were measured 2–3 times per week using Accuchek
III Glucometers and Chemstrips (Roche) and mice were considered diabetic following 2
consecutive measurements > 250 mg glucose/dl.
Vaccine components and administration:
The following synthetic peptides were used in this study: gp33-41 (KAVYNFATM)
representing the minimal H-2Db/Kb restricted CD8 T-cell epitope; gp34-41
(AVYNFATM), the minimal H-2Kb epitope; the dipalmitoylated amphiphilic H-2Db/Kb
restricted epitope pam-gp33-41 (Pam2-KIIIGIKAVYNFATM); pam-Ova257-264 (Pam2KMVESIINFEKL); and pam-Trp1.455-463 (Pam2-KMFVTAPDNLGYM). All the
peptides were purchased from A&A labs (San Diego, CA) and the identity and the purity
(>80%) were determined by high-performance liquid chromatography and mass
spectrometry analysis. All peptides were dissolved in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) and
0.1 % Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) at 20 mg/ml. Poly-IC was purchased from InvivoGen
(Cat#. tlrl-pic-5). Agonistic αCD40 monoclonal antibody (αCD40 mAb) clone, FGK45.5,
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was purchased from BioXcell, (Cat#. BE0016-2). IL2 complexes (IL2Cx) were prepared
as previously described [190]. Briefly for each dose, recombinant murine IL2 (2 µg/mouse,
Biolegend) was incubated with 10 µg of αIL2 mAb, clone JES6-5H4, BioXcell (IL2Cx).
For vaccine administration, mice were vaccinated with BiVax freshly prepared by mixing
100 µg of minimal peptide or 120 μg palmitoylated peptide and 50 μg poly-IC in PBS
injected intravenously (i.v.). Two weeks later, mice were boosted with BiVax, BiVax in
combination with 100 µg of αCD40 mAb (TriVax) or BiVax in combination with 3 doses
of IL2Cx (BiVax/IL2Cx) on day 14,16 and 18 (i.p.). In some instances, CD8 or CD4 T
cells were depleted before the booster vaccination by i.p. administration of 2 doses of 500
µg αCD8 mAb (clone 2.43, BioXcell) or 250 µg αCD4 mAb (clone GK1.5, BioXcell), on
days 12 (2 days before the booster vaccine) and day14. For PD-L1 blockade, 200 µg of
αPD-L1 mAb (clone 10F.9G2, BioXcell) were administered i.p. every 2 days for 3
consecutive doses on days 14,16 and 18.
Flow cytometry and the evaluation of immune responses:
For measuring antigen-specific CD8 T-cell responses; peripheral blood samples or
splenocytes were stained with: PE labeled tetramers gp33-41/H-2Db, gp34-41/H-2Kb,
Ova257264/H-2Kb (α1α2)-H-2Db (α3), or Trp1.455-463/H-2Db (all kindly provided by
NIH tetramer Core Facility, Emory University, Atlanta, GA). All fluorescent-labeled
antibodies were purchased from eBioscience and Biolegend. Flow cytometry was
performed using LSRII Cytometer (BD Biosciences). Data analysis was performed using
FlowJo software (version 8.5, Tree Star).
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EliSpot and ELISA:
CD8 T cells were purified from splenocytes of vaccinated mice using CD8 positive
selection kits (Miltenyi Biotec). For IFNγ EliSpot assays, effector cells were incubated at
different numbers (adjusted to the number of antigen specific cells), together with 1 x 105
target cells (B16F10, B16F10 pulsed with minimal gp33-41 peptide or B16F10gp33-41
cells). In some experiments, B16F10gp33-41 cells were treated with IFNγ (50 ng/ml) for
48 hs. For in vitro PD-L1 blockade, 10 µg/ml of αPD-L1 (clone 10F.9G2, BioXcell) was
used. ImmunoSpot System was used to develop and count the cytokine-positive spots
(Cellular Technology Ltd, Cleveland, OH). For ELISA, purified CD8 T cells were
incubated with different concentration of minimal gp33-41 or gp34-41 peptides. Two days
later, the supernatant was collected and IFNγ production was quantified using ELISA kit
in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol.
Immunofluorescence:
Formalin-fixed-paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue sections were deparaffinized, antigen
retrievals were completed and sections blocked in 2% donkey serum, incubated overnight
with rabbit anti-mouse Insulin (4590, 1∶100 dilution, Cell signaling), followed by washing
in PBS and incubation in donkey anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (1∶200 dilution; ThermoFisher Scientific). Next, sections were washed in PBS and mounted in aqueous mounting
media with DAPI (ThermoFisher Scientific), and visualized in a confocal microscope
(Zeiss LSM 780 Upright Confocal).
Antitumor experiments:
RIP-gp mice were injected subcutaneously with 3 X 105 B16F10gp33-41 cells. Tumor
growth was monitored every 2 to 3 days in individual tagged mice by measuring 2 opposing
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diameters with a set of calipers. Results are presented as the mean tumor size (area in mm2)
± SD for every treatment group at various time points until the termination of the
experiment (usually when tumor size reaches 20 mm diameter).
Statistical analyses:
Statistical significance was determined by unpaired Student t tests or one-way ANNOVA.
Tumor sizes between 2 populations throughout time were analyzed for significance using
2-way ANOVA. All analyses and graphics were done using Prism 6 software (GraphPad).
P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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RESULTS
Optimization of an LCMVgp33-41 peptide vaccination strategy
Our previous studies using several peptide vaccination strategies in mice have shown that
the combined use of poly-IC as an adjuvant, immune costimulation (αCD40 mAbs or
IL2Cx), modified peptides (amphiphilic constructs) and systemic mode of administration
(i.v. injections) can result in the rapid induction of massive CD8 T cell responses that lead
to significant therapeutic antitumor effects [155]. Using peptide epitopes from
melanosomal differentiation antigens (Trp1 and Trp2) we observed that these vaccines
could overcome immune tolerance and in the long run could generate autoimmunity in the
form of widespread vitiligo [170]. Being cognizant that effective antitumor
immunotherapy can lead to severe autoimmune pathology [185], we undertook the present
studies to evaluate some of the more severe potential autoimmune adverse effects of
antitumor T cell vaccination. We selected the RIP-gp transgenic mouse model expressing
the LCMV glycoprotein in the pancreas to determine whether peptide vaccination in these
mice could lead to effective antitumor CD8 T cell responses that could potentially lead to
diabetes. First, we evaluated several peptide vaccination options in wild type (WT) B6
mice using peptide LCMV gp33-41 which contains 2 different CD8 T cell epitopes: one
(KAVYNFATM) inducing T cells restricted by the H-2Db (Db) allele and another
(AVYNFATM) generating responses restricted by H-2Kb (Kb) [191]. We tested the ability
of vaccines containing either the minimal gp33-41 peptide or a palmitoylated amphiphilic
peptide construct (pam-gp33-41) in combination with poly-IC (BiVax) to induce antigenspecific CD8 T cell responses. As shown in (Figure 2A), a single i.v. BiVax immunization
with pam-gp33-41 induced a substantially higher CD8 T cell responses to
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both the Kb and Db epitopes as compared to the minimal gp33-41 peptide. Thus, for all
future experiments we solely used pam-gp33-41 as the immunogen. Next, we evaluated
the effect of a booster vaccination and whether the addition of costimulatory αCD40 mAb
(TriVax) or IL2/αIL2 mAb immune complexes (BiVax/IL2Cx) to the boost would further
augment the CD8 T cell responses. A dramatic enhancement in the levels of antigenspecific CD8 T cells was observed when the boosters were administered with either TriVax
or BiVax/IL2Cx compared to boosting with BiVax alone (Figure 2C-D). Although the
levels of Kb and Db restricted antigen-reactive CD8 T cell responses were similar after the
vaccine prime (~5%), substantially higher frequencies of the Kb restricted CD8 T cells
were observed after the boost with TriVax or BiVax/IL2Cx (Figure 2C, ~50%) as
compared to the Db epitope responses (Figure 2D, ~15%). Thus, the Kb response to gp3341 peptide dominates over the Db response when pam-gp33-41 peptide was used as
immunogen. Also, both TriVax and BiVax/IL2Cx boosts enhanced the levels of antigenspecific T cells to similar levels (< 5% difference).
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Figure 2: Optimization of gp33-41 vaccination strategy in WT mice.
A. WT mice were primed with equimolar amounts of the pam-gp33-41 (Pam2KMFVTAPDNLGYM) or minimal gp33-41 peptide (KAVYNFATM) and 50 μg poly-IC
and 7 days later the immune responses were evaluated by tetramer staining in blood. B. A
diagrammatical representation of the vaccination protocol for panels C and D is depicted.
C, D. WT mice were primed with pam-gp33-41 BiVax and 14 days later they were boosted
with another booster dose of pam-BiVax, pam-BiVax/IL2Cx or pam-TriVax. The
percentage of Kb (C) and Db (D) specific CD8 T cells in blood after prime and boost are
shown. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for
each group. (*p<0.05, ns: not significant).
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TriVax or BiVax/IL2Cx generate vast T cell responses in RIP-gp mice
Next, I determined the ability of the optimized vaccination strategies to induce CD8 T cell
responses in the presumably immune tolerant RIP-gp mice. Both TriVax and BiVax/IL2Cx
boosts generated equally strong CD8 T cell responses to both Kb (Figure 3A) and Db
(Figure 3B) epitopes, which were only slightly lower to those observed in WT mice
(Figure 2C-D). The magnitude of the overall response, as assessed by the total numbers of
antigen-specific CD8 T cells in spleens of the RIP-gp mice was remarkable (Figure 3C,
~10 million/spleen) considering that WT spleen has ~20 million CD8 T cells. The ability
of the CD8 T cells to respond to antigen was evaluated in vitro by peptide stimulation
followed by intracellular cytokine staining (ICS). CD8 T cells from TriVax or
BiVax/IL2Cx boosted mice showed similar capacity to produce IFNγ, TNFα and granzyme
B, but failed to produce IL2 (Figure 3D and Figure 4). These data suggest that both
vaccines have similar capacity to stimulate and expand vast numbers of functional selfantigen specific CD8 T cells in RIP-gp mice and presumably overcome any existing
immune tolerance.
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Figure 3: TriVax or BiVax/IL2Cx generate vast T cell responses in RIP-gp mice.
A, B. RIP-gp mice were vaccinated with pam-gp33-41 BiVax. Fourteen days later, mice
were boosted with TriVax or BiVax/ IL2Cx. The percentage of Kb (A) and Db (B) specific
CD8 T cells in the blood are shown. (C) The total numbers of Kb and Db specific CD8 T
cells in the spleens after boost are shown. (D) Total splenocytes were stimulated in vitro
with the minimal gp33-41 Db/Kb peptide in the presence of glogiplug for 6 hours and the
production of IFNγ, TNFα, IFNγ/TNFα, IL-2 and granzyme B were assessed by
intracellular staining as depicted. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol)
with the mean ± SD for each group. (ns: not significant)
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Figure 4: Intracellular cytokine staining.
A representative FACS dot plot showing the intracellular cytokines staining described in
figure 32 D are shown.
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In these experiments, 100% (9/9) of the RIP-gp mice that were boosted with BiVax/IL2Cx
and 22% (2/9) of the TriVax boosted mice developed diabetes (Figure 5A). Mice that
received a BiVax boost without IL2Cx or αCD40 mAb did not develop diabetes. Staining
formalin fixed pancreas sections anti-insulin antibody showed a decrease/loss of reactivity
in the vaccinated RIP-gp mice as compared to vaccinated WT mice or non-vaccinated RIPgp animals (Figure 5B). As expected, CD8 T cell depletion 2 days before the boost
abrogated the ability of BiVax/IL2Cx to induce diabetes (Figure 5C) and mice vaccinated
with an irrelevant peptide (pam-Ova257-264) with BiVax/IL2Cx, which generated a vast
immune response (~50% tetramer+ T cells in blood), did not develop diabetes (Figure 6).
The superior capacity of the BiVax/IL2Cx boost to induce diabetes as compared to TriVax
boosters did not appear to be related to differences in the numbers of antigen-specific CD8
T cells induced by these vaccines (Figure 3A-C). Thus, the possibility existed that
differences in the T cell receptor (TCR) affinity elicited by the 2 different boosters could
be a factor in determining their autoimmune function [149, 192]. We compared the TCR
affinity of the antigen specific cells after TriVax or BiVax/IL2Cx boosts in RIP-gp mice
by 2 different methods. First, we evaluated the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) staining
using tetramers for the Kb and Db epitopes. The tetramer MFI for the Kb epitope was
higher in the TriVax boosted mice as compared to the BiVax/IL2Cx boosted animals while
no substantial differences were observed for the Db epitope (Figure 5D). The TCR affinity
was also evaluated using peptide titration T cell stimulation assays. Again, T cells from the
TriVax boosted mice exhibited a superior activity against the Kb epitope as compared to
the T cells from the BiVax/IL2Cx vaccines (Figure. 5E). Together these results suggest
that the increased efficacy of the BiVax/IL2Cx CD8 T cell responses
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to induce diabetes was not due to simply by an increase of the quantity or quality of the T
cell response (i.e., TCR avidity) as compared to the T cells generated in TriVax boosted
mice.

Figure 5: BiVax/IL2Cx but not BiVax alone or TriVax induces diabetes in Rip-gp
mice
A-E. RIP-gp mice were vaccinated as described in Fig. 31B. (A) Blood glucose levels in
individual mouse (each symbol) from at least 3 independent experiments are shown. (B)
Insulin staining in formalin fixed pancreatic tissues of WT and RIP-gp mice after TriVax
or BiVax/IL2Cx boost was analyzed 8 days after the booster vaccination. (C) RIP-gp mice
were primed with BiVax followed by BiVax/IL2Cx. Some mice received 500 µg of αCD8
mAb (i.p.) at days 12 and 14. Blood glucose levels were measured to assess diabetes. (D)
The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of tetramer staining for Kb and Db specific cells in
RIP-gp mice. Each symbol represents an individual mouse. (E) Purified CD8 T cells were
incubated with serial dilutions of the minimal Db (KAVYNFATM) or Kb (AVYNFATM)
peptides and 48 h later the production of IFNγ in the supernatants was assessed by ELISA.
Results are presented as individual mouse (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each
group. Dashed horizontal line in A and C represents maximal normal blood glucose level.
(*p<0.05, ns: not significant).
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Figure 6: PamOva257-264 BiVax/IL2Cx does not induce diabetes.
RIP-gp mice were primed with pam-gp33-41 BiVax or pam-Ova257-264 BiVax. Fourteen
days later, mice were boosted with pam-gp33-41or pam-Ova257-264 BiVax in addition to
IL2Cx on days 14, 16 and 18. (A) the blood glucose levels in individual mouse (each
symbol) in each group are shown. The percentage of Ova257-264 specific CD8 T cells in
the blood and the spleen of the pam-Ova257-264 immunized mice was assessed (B). The
percentage of Kb and Db specific CD8 T cells in the blood of the pam-gp33-41 immunized
mice are shown (C). Results are presented as individual mouse (each symbol) with the
mean ± SD for each group.
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BiVax/IL2Cx generates T cells that resist PD-L1 inhibition
Celis’s laboratory previously reported that IL2Cx administration after adoptive T cell
transfer and TriVax immunization in mice bearing B16 melanoma tumors was able to
overcome PD-1 inhibition resulting in tumor eradications [155]. These findings together
with the above results suggested that BiVax/IL2Cx generates CD8 T cell responses that
have the capacity to recognize self-antigen in the pancreas of RIP-gp mice and resist PD-1
inhibition signals leading to the onset of diabetes. Thus, we first determined whether the
levels of the activation marker PD-1 expressed by the antigen-specific (tetramer positive)
CD8 T cells from RIP-gp mice immunized with BiVax/IL2Cx were lower as compared to
the T cells from TriVax boosted mice. However, mice immunized with BiVax/IL2Cx did
not express lower levels of PD-1 as compared to the mice vaccinated with TriVax (Figure
7A, Figure 8). Similar findings were observed when measuring the expression of LAG3
(leukocyte activation gene), another T cell inhibitory receptor (Figure 7B, Figure 8). It
has been reported that Tbet expression enhances the ability of T cells to resist PD-1
inhibition of antigen specific T cells and sustain the effector responses in chronic infections
[193-195] and that Tbet regulates autoimmune T cells that induce diabetes in mice [196,
197]. Accordingly, we observed that the expression level of Tbet in the antigen specific
cells generated by BiVax/IL2Cx was slightly, but significantly higher compared to the
TriVax group (Figure 7C, Figure 8). On the other hand, no significant differences were
evident in the expression levels of Eomes, another T-box transcription factor, which
regulates T cell memory function (Figure 7D, Figure 8).
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These data suggest that increased Tbet expression on T cells generated by BiVax/IL2Cx
may contribute to enhance their ability to resist PD-1 inhibition signals.

Figure 7: BiVax/IL2Cx generates T cell with relatively high Tbet expression.
A-D. RIP-gp mice were vaccinated as in Fig. 1B and the spleens were collected 7 days
after the boost. MFI of PD-1 (A) and LAG3 (B) expression on the surface of Kb and Db
specific T cells are shown. The MFI of Tbet (C) and Eomes (D) expression in Kb and Db
specific T cells are shown. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the
mean ± SD for each group. (*p<0.05, ns: not significant).
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Figure 8: Representative histogram for PD-1, LAG-3, Tbet and Eomes.
A representative histogram showing the expression level of PD-1, LAG-3, Tbet and
Eomes described in figure 4A-D is shown.
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Next, we examined whether CD8 T cells from BiVax/IL2Cx would respond better to
antigen stimulation in the presence of PD-1 inhibitory signals as compared to T cells from
TriVax immunized mice. For these experiments, we utilized B16F10 melanoma cells
transfected with the LCMVgp33-41 epitope (B16F10gp33-41) [189], which upregulate
surface PD-L1 expression after treatment with IFNγ (Figure 9A). CD8 T cells from both
groups recognized B16F10gp33-41 cells to the same extent in an antigen-specific manner
since untransfected B16F10 did not stimulate the cells, unless they were pulsed with
peptide (Figure 9B). IFNγ-treated B16F10gp33-41 cells (PD-L1 high) were recognized to
a lesser extent by the TriVax derived CD8 T cells as compared to the BiVax/IL2Cx
generated T cells. Moreover, blocking PD-1/PD-L1 interactions with αPD-L1 mAb
restored the capacity of TriVax generated CD8 T cells to recognize the IFNγ-treated
B16F10gp33-41 cells.
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Figure 9: BiVax/IL2Cx generates T cells resistant to PD-L1 inhibition.
(A) B16F10gp33-41 cells were stimulated with IFNγ for 48 hs and the level of PD-L1
expression were measured. (B) 105 purified CD8 T cells were incubated with untreated or
IFNγ treated B16F10gp33-41 cells, in the presence or the absence of 10 μg αPD-L1, for
24 hs and the numbers of IFNγ spots were counted. Results are presented as mean ± SD.
(*p<0.05, ns: not significant). Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with
the mean ± SD for each group. (*p<0.05, ns: not significant).
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TriVax/αPD-L1 combination induce diabetes in RIP-gp mice
The above findings indicate that the CD8 T cells from TriVax boosted mice are more
susceptible to PD-1 inhibition than T cells from BiVax/IL2Cx vaccinated mice, which
would explain their reduced ability to induce diabetes assuming that PD-1 checkpoint
inhibition is present in the pancreas of the vaccinated RIP-gp mice. It has been shown that
the costimulatory αCD40 mAb increases the production IFNγ [198] enhancing PD-L1
expression in various tissues including pancreas [199]. Thus, we evaluated whether PD-1
blockade would augment the ability of TriVax boosts to induce diabetes in the RIP-gp
mice. Indeed, concomitant administration of αPD-L1 mAb during TriVax boosts enhanced
the incidence of diabetes (Figure 10A). The possibility that αPD-L1 mAb enhanced
diabetes by increasing the magnitude of the T cell response was contemplated. However,
since the administration of the αPD-L1 mAb did not increase the numbers of the antigen
specific CD8 T cells (Figure 10B-D), these results indicate that the effect of PD-1 blockade
was through blocking inhibitory signals in the pancreas resulting in diabetes induction in
the RIP-gp mice.
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Figure 10: TriVax/α
αPD-L1 combination induce diabetes in RIP-gp mice.
RIP-gp mice were primed with pam-gp33-41BiVax. Fourteen days later, mice were
boosted with TriVax with or without αPD-L1 monoclonal Ab (200 μg/mouse i.p.) at day
14, 16 and 18. (A) Blood glucose levels in individual mouse (each symbol) in each group
are shown. The percentage of Kb (B) and Db (C) specific CD8 T cells in the blood of these
mice are shown. (D) The absolute numbers of Kb and Db responses in the spleen are shown.
Results are presented as individual mouse (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each
group. (ns: not significant).
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Therapeutic antitumor efficacy of peptide vaccination
So far, our results indicate that both vaccination strategies were capable of overcoming
immune tolerance to a self-antigen in tumor-free mice. Next, we investigated whether these
vaccines could offer antitumor therapeutic benefit in a melanoma model. RIP-gp mice
bearing 8-day established B16F10gp33-41 s.c. tumors received different vaccination
options and tumor growth was monitored for 39 days. BiVax/IL2Cx was the most effective
vaccination strategy allowing complete control of tumor growth throughout the duration of
the experiment (Figure 11A-B). The second most effective vaccine was TriVax+αPD-L1
mAb, followed by the TriVax and BiVax boosts. TriVax vaccination with irrelevant
peptide (pam-Ova257-264 TriVax) in combination with αPD-L1 mAb showed some
therapeutic benefit but significantly lower as compared to mice vaccinated with the gp3341 peptide. The degree of antitumor therapeutic benefit correlated with autoimmune
pathology (Figure 11C) and to some extent with the intensity of the CD8 T cell response
(Figure 11D). Overall, these results demonstrate that peptide vaccination followed by
either a BiVax/IL2Cx or a TriVax + αPD-L1 mAb boost can overcome immune tolerance
and induce strong autoimmune antigen-specific CD8 T cells capable of providing
therapeutic benefit against established tumors, but also responsible for causing severe
autoimmune pathology.
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Figure 11: BiVax/IL2Cx combination show better therapeutic antitumor effects.
RIP-gp mice were inoculated s.c. with B16F10gp33-41 melanoma cells (3 x 105
cells/mouse). After 8 days, mice received gp33-41 BiVax and 9 days later (17 days after
tumor inoculation) mice were boosted with either pam-gp33-41 BiVax, pam-gp33-41
TriVax, pam-gp33-41 TriVax + ⍺PD-L1 or pam-gp33-41 BiVax/IL2Cx. ⍺PD-L1 was
administered i.p. on days 17, 19 and 21. One group was primed with pam-Ova257-264
BiVax and 9 days later boosted with pam-Ova257-264 TriVax + ⍺PD-L1. (A) The mean
tumor sizes and (B) the overall survival of tumor-bearing mice are depicted. (C) Blood
glucose levels in individual mice (each symbol) in each group are shown. (D) The
percentage of Kb and Db specific cells for each individual mouse in the blood at day 30
after tumor inoculation is shown. Results are presented as individual mouse (each symbol)
with the mean ± SD for each group. (*p<0.05, ****p<0.0001, ns: not significant).
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Lastly, we utilized the RIP-gp mouse model to determine whether the BiVax/IL2Cx
peptide vaccination strategy but using a tumor epitope not expressed in the pancreas could
result in the development of diabetes. The tumor epitope not expressed in the pancreas
selected was Trp1455-463, which is expressed in B16 melanoma and C57BL/6 mouse
melanocytes and generates strong CD8 T cell responses with BiVax [163]. RIP-gp mice
with established B16F10gp33-41 s.c. tumors received BiVax prime followed by
BiVax/IL2Cx boost using one of three different peptides: pam-gp33-41, pam-Trp1455-463 or
pam-Ova257-264. As with previous experiments, the mice that received the pam-gp33-41
vaccine had a remarkable antitumor response (Figure 12A) but all developed diabetes
(Figure 12B). The mice that received the pam-Trp1455-463 vaccine had an equal outstanding
antitumor response, but none developed diabetes and the mice vaccinated with pam-Ova257263 had

a small, but significant antitumor response, without diabetes. Tetramer analysis of

the T cell responses revealed that all peptides induced a very strong antigen-specific CD8
T cell response (Figure 12C). In the case of the mice vaccinated with pam-Trp1455-463 a
small, but significant T cell response to the gp33-41 epitope was observed suggesting that
the immune destruction of the B16F10gp33-41 tumor cells by the Trp1-reactive T cells
may generate epitope spreading resulting in a new T cell response to a tumor antigen not
present in the vaccine, but present in the tumor (Figure 12D). However, this response was
not sufficiently strong to cause autoimmune pathology.
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Figure 12: BiVax/IL2Cx utilizing tumor specific antigen control tumor growth with
limited autoimmune pathology.
RIP-gp mice were inoculated s.c. with B16F10gp33-41 melanoma cells (3 x 105
cells/mouse). After 8 days, mice received gp33-41 BiVax and 9 days later (17 days after
tumor inoculation) mice were boosted with either pam-gp33-41 BiVax, pam-Trp1456-463
BiVax or pam-Ova257-263 BiVax and IL2Cx was administered on day 17,19 and 21. (A)
The mean tumor sizes and (B) the blood glucose levels in individual mouse (each symbol)
in each group are shown. (C) The percentages of tetramer+ cells in the blood at day 25 after
tumor inoculation are shown. (D) The percentage of gp33-41 Db/Kb+ T cells are shown in
the spleen and the tumor draining lymph node of Trp1 and Ova vaccinated mice. Results
are presented as individual mouse (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
(*p<0.05, ****p<0.0001, ns: not significant).
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Figure 13: CD4 T cell depletion with TriVax boost does not increase diabetes.
RIP-gp mice were primed with pam-gp33-41BiVax. Fourteen days later, mice received
TriVax booster vaccine with or without CD4 T cell depletion (αCD4 mAb 200 µg/mouse
i.p. on days 12 and 14. The percentage of Kb (A) and Db (B) specific T cells in the blood
after prime and after boost are shown. (C) the blood glucose levels in individual mouse
(each symbol) in each group are shown. Results are presented as individual mouse (each
symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group. (*p<0.05, ns: not significant).
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DISCUSSION
In the past immunotherapy had been considered an alternative approach for treating cancer
that could provide therapeutic benefit supposedly without the severe toxicities associated
with conventional therapies (chemotherapy and irradiation). However, it has now become
evident that effective anti-cancer immunotherapy is usually accompanied by toxicities
related to autoimmunity. Under normal circumstances the immune system regulates
responses against self-antigens to avoid autoimmune pathology and any manipulation to
trigger antitumor responses by overriding immune tolerance increases the risk of
autoimmunity. Here we used the RIP-gp mouse model developed by Pamela Ohashi [188]
to assess the therapeutic benefit and associated autoimmune pathology of peptide
vaccination against a tumor antigen that is also expressed in a vital organ (pancreas). The
same group reported that peptide-based vaccines administered in combination with either
αCD40 mAb, poly-IC, LPS or CpG generated some degree of T cell immune responses
but failed to induce diabetes in these mice [200, 201]. Peptides administered together with
LPS and αCD40 mAb (similar to TriVax) increased the level of the T cell response and
caused pancreatic T cell infiltrates but did not produce diabetes. On the other hand, LCMV
infection generated much stronger T cell responses and induced diabetes in 100% of the
mice. The peptide vaccines used by Ohashi’s group were able to induce diabetes in the
RIP-gp mice only when the LCMV-gp specific T cell precursor frequency was artificially
increased by either adoptive transfer of T cells from TCR transgenic P14 mice or by crossbreeding RIP-gp mice with P14 TCR transgenic mice [201-204]. Thus, these findings
indicate that the peptide vaccines tested in these studies [200, 201] were not sufficiently
immunogenic to generate T cell responses of a magnitude similar to those generated by
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viral infections. Nevertheless, Ohashi’s group reported that vaccinations consisting of ex
vivo peptide-pulsed TLR-activated dendritic cells (DCs) generated diabetes in 50-80% of
RIP-gp mice suggesting that their peptide vaccines were not very efficient in delivering the
vaccine components (peptide and TLR ligand) to the DCs in vivo. These studies utilized
the minimal gp33-41 peptide, which in our hands was substantially less immunogenic as
compared to the amphiphilic peptide construct pam-gp33-41 (Figure 2A).
Dr. Celis’s laboratory previously reported that amphiphilic peptides are substantially more
immunogenic than the minimal peptide epitopes or long peptides, because they selfassemble into nanoparticles that could resemble viruses and may be more efficiently
captured by DCs [60, 155]. In general, we have observed that a second vaccine
administration (booster) results in a sizable increase in the levels of antigen-specific T cells
as compared to the levels obtained after the vaccination prime [155]. However, the
responses obtained by pam-gp33-41 and poly-IC (BiVax) did not increase after the boost
either in WT or RIP-gp mice (Figure 2C-D and Figure 3, respectively). In contrast, the
addition of αCD40 mAb (TriVax) or IL2Cx to the boost, considerably increased the
magnitude of the T cell responses. Interestingly, although the levels of antigen-specific T
cell responses generated by the 2 different boosters were similar, boosting with IL2Cx
caused a much higher incidence of diabetes as compared to the αCD40 mAb boosts
(Figure 5A). Similarly, BiVax/IL2Cx boosting lead to more effective antitumor
therapeutic effects as compared to the TriVax boosts (Figure 11). These results indicate
that the induction of autoimmunity (diabetes) and antitumor efficacy of the peptide
vaccines do not solely dependent on T cell numbers but may be derived from other inherent
(qualitative) properties of the T cells. One possible explanation for the differences observed
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between the two different boost types could be that the T cells generated with TriVax boost
are more susceptible to inhibition by CD4 Tregs (which are supposed to block autoimmune
pathology) as compared to the T cells derived from the BiVax/IL2Cx boost. Depletion of
CD4 T cells did not increase the magnitude of the CD8 T cell response or the incidence of
diabetes generated by the TriVax boost (Figure 13). Another plausible explanation for the
divergent results is that the T cells generated with BiVax/IL2Cx boost are more resistant
to PD-1 inhibition as compared to those derived from the TriVax boost. PD-1/PD-L1
interactions play a role in preventing tissue destruction by self-reactive T cells. It has been
reported that blocking PD-1/PD-L1 interactions increases the predisposition of
autoimmunity and diabetes induction in non-obese diabetic mice (NOD) mice [205]. While
the levels of PD-1 expressed on the antigen-specific T cells were not significantly different
between the two T cell populations (Figure 7A), the T cells derived from the TriVax boosts
were more susceptible to PD-1 inhibition (Figure 9B). In addition, both the induction of
diabetes and the antitumor efficacy of the vaccine boost administered with αCD40 mAb
were significantly enhanced by the administration of αPD-L1 mAb (Figure 10&11). These
data suggest that IL2Cx could circumvent the downstream signaling mediated by PD-1/PDL1 interactions. One potential target is SHP-2 tyrosine phosphatase, which is recruited and
phosphorylated upon PD-1/PD-L1 ligation. Phosphorylated SHP-2 inhibits the
phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), decreasing downstream T cell activation signaling by
Akt and Erk1/2, which are crucial for enhancing survival and proliferation. Additionally,
signaling through IL2 has been shown to activate Akt and Erk1/2 through STAT5
activation independently of PI3K pathway [206, 207]. These possibilities yet to be
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explored, may help explain why T cells from IL2Cx boosted mice can resist PD-1
inhibition regardless of the presence of cell surface PD-1.
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III. UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice and cell lines:
Six to 8-week-old female C57BL/6 (WT) or male B6.SJL-Ptprca Pepcb/BoyJ (CD45.1
mice) were obtained from National Cancer Institute/Charles River program. B6.129P2B2mtm1Unc/J (β2M-KO) mice, B6. Cg-Ifih1tm1.1Cln/J (MDA5-KO) and B6;129S1Tlr3tm1Flv/J (TLR3-KO) mice on the C57BL/6 background were purchased from Jackson
laboratory. MDA5-KO and TLR3-KO were bred on our animal facility and MDA5/TLR3
double KO mice were generated by cross breeding MDA5-KO and TLR3-KO. IFNαβ
receptor–deficient (IFNαβR-KO) mice were originally a generous gift of Dr. Philippa
Marrack (National Jewish Medical and Research Center, Denver, CO). CD11cDTR mice
were obtained from Dr. Andrew Mellor group and maintained and bred in our animal
facility. OT-1 transgenic mice (CD45.1) were bred with IFNαβR-KO mice to generate
IFNαβR deficient OT-1 mice (CD45.1/CD45.2). TgTR1 mice with transgenic TCR that
recognize MHC Class I-restricted Trp1455-463 (TAPDNYLGM) was kindly provided by Dr.
S. Dougan (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA) [208]. B6.129S7-RAG1tm1Mom/J
(RAG1 KO), B6.SJL-Ptprca Pepcb/BoyJ (CD45.1) and pmel-1 mice (Thy1.1+) were
purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. All experiments followed guidelines of the
Committee on the Care of Laboratory Animals Resources, Commission of Life Sciences,
and National Research Council. The animal facility of Georgia Cancer Center is fully
accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal
Care.
Cell lines: including; mouse BM-derived DC generated as described before [209],
CD8αDCs, D1, DC1 and B16 F10 cell lines [210, 211] were cultured in completes DMEM
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using 10% fetal bovine serum. Mouse lymphoma EL4 cell line, which expresses mouse
MHC class I (Db/Kb) was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection and
maintained as recommended by the vendor. B16F10 cell line (murine melanoma) was
kindly provided by Dr. A. Houghton (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York,
NY). The TUBO (Turin-Bologna) tumor is a cloned cell line established in vitro from a
lobular carcinoma that arose spontaneously in a BALB-neuT mouse [212]. The rat
HER2/neu-transfected mouse mammary breast cancer A2L2 (H-2d) and its parental 66.3
cell line were kind gifts from Drs. J. E. Price and L. Lachman, MD (Anderson Cancer
Center, Houston, TX) [213].
Bone marrow chimeras and CD11c depletion:
CD45.1 WT mice were irradiated using one single dose of 950 rads from JL Shepherd
Irradiator followed by intravenous injection of 107 of bone marrow (BM) cells from
CD11cDTR mice (CD45.2) as previously described [214]. For some experiments, CD45.1
mice were irradiated and reconstituted with 1:1 ratio of BM cells from CD11cDTR and
β2M-KO mice (CD45.2). Reconstitution was checked 8 weeks after BM transfer and the
expression of CD45.2 and/or H-2Kb on MHCII+ population were used to determine the
efficiency of reconstitution. For CD11c depletion, reconstituted mice were injected
intraperitoneally (i.p.) with 100 ng diphtheria toxin (DT)/mouse -2,0,2 days of vaccination
time. To confirm CD11c depletion, single cell suspension from spleens were prepared
using collagenase D (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# C6885-100MG) and DNase I (Sigma Aldrich,
Cat# 11284932001) [215] and stained for CD45.2, MHCII and CD11c.
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Adoptive T cell transfer and vaccination protocol:
CD8 T cells were isolated using CD8α+ T cell negative isolation kits and CD44+ CD8 T
cells were eliminated using CD44 Micro Beads (Miltenyi Biotic, 130-104-453). Purified
naïve CD8+ T cells were injected/mouse as indicated. One day later, mice were vaccinated
using the tail vein injection.
All peptides were purchased from Synthetic Biomolecules. The stock solutions (20 mg/ml)
were made in DMSO with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. The purity (>80%) of peptides was
determined by high-performance liquid chromatography. The peptides used in this study
were as follows: Ova257-264 (SIINFEKL), TAPDNLGYM (Trp1455-463M), (palmitic acid)2KMFV-TAPDNLGYM (pamTrp1455-463M), and (palmitic acid)2-KMVE-SIINFEKL
(pamOVA257-264), (palmitic acid)2-KMVE-TYVPANASL (pam-rNEU66-74) or (palmitic
acid)2-KMVE-GYKDGNEYI (pamLLO91-99). Mouse αCD25 mAb (200 µg/mouse, PC61,
BioXcell), mouse αCD122 mAb (300 µg/mouse, TM-β1, BioXcell), and mouse αPD-L1
mAb (200 µg/mouse, 10F.9G2, BioXcell) were used in vivo blocking studies.
Two different formulations of poly-IC were used during this study, the high molecular
weight (HMW) poly-IC (InvivoGen, Cat# tlrl-pic-5) or its stabilized form HMW poly-IC
stabilized with Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and poly-L-Lysine (poly-ICLC).
Vaccines were freshly prepared by mixing 100 µg (minimal) or 120 µg (palmitoylated)
peptide and 50 µg of poly-IC (BiVax-IC) or poly-ICLC (BiVax-ICLC) in PBS and
administered intravenously (i.v.). In some instances, BiVax was combined with 100 µg
anti-mouse CD40 monoclonal antibody (αCD40 mAb, FGK45.5, BioXCell), 3 doses of
IL2 complexes (IL2Cx) or murine IFNβ1 (Biolegend, cat #581302) and each mouse
received 10000 IU every 12 hs (i.p.). Some mice were treated during the boost with one of
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the following treatments; 200 µg of αIL2 antibody (JES6-1AI2, BioXcell) plus 200 µg
αCD25 mAb (PC61) or with 100 µg αIL15 (M96, Amgen) on day 14,16 and 18.
Flow cytometry:
For measuring antigen-specific CD8 T-cell responses; peripheral blood samples or
splenocytes were stained with: PE labeled tetramers; Ova257-264/H-2Kb (α1α2)-H-2Db
(α3), Trp1455-463/H-2Db, rNEUp66/H2-Kd or LLO91-99/H2-Kd (all kindly provided by NIH
tetramer Core Facility, Emory University, Atlanta, GA). All fluorescent-labeled antibodies
were purchased from eBioscience and Biolegend. Flow cytometry was performed using
LSRII Cytometer (BD Biosciences). Data analysis was performed using FlowJo software
(version 8.5, Tree Star).
Preparation of cytokine/antibody complex:
IL2Cx was prepared as previously described [190]. Briefly, recombinant murine IL2 was
incubated (2 µg/mouse, BioLegend) with 10 µg/mouse αIL-2 mAb (JES6-5H4, IL2Cx122)
or (JES6-1A12, IL2Cx25), respectively. Human IL2Cx was made from recombinant human
IL2 (2 µg/mouse, proleukin) and human αIL2 mAb (10 µg/ml, MAB602, R&D Systems).
All IL2/antibody complexes were incubated at 4 ˚C overnight before the injection.
Preparation of pegylated IL2 (PEG-IL2):
Human

IL2

was

incubated

with

O-[2-N-Succinimidyloxycarbonyl)-ethyl]-O’-

methylpolyethylene-glycol (PEG) 500 mw (Sigma-Aldrich cat#85969-1G) in a 50:1 molar
ratio for 2.5 hours at pH 9.3. The pegylation efficiency was confirmed by staining the gel
with 10 ml of Blue Code gel stain reagent (cat#24590, Thermo Scientific), until bands are
visible. The efficiency of pegylation were ~ 70 percent. In all experiments, 4 µg PEGIL2/mouse was used.
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Retroviral Transfection:
Activated TgTR1 T cells were transfected with murine retroviruses containing CA-STAT5
coexpressing Thy1.1 as previously described [216]. Transfection efficiency were evaluated
3 days later, and STAT5+ cells were positively selected using Thy1.1 selection kit
(Miltenyi Biotec cat# 130-094-523).
EliSpot assay:
The IFNγ EliSpot assay was performed as previously described [155]. Briefly, CD8 T cells
were purified from splenocytes of vaccinated mice using CD8 positive selection kits
(Miltenyi Biotec). Effector cells were incubated at different numbers together with 1 x 105
target cells. In some experiments, B16F10 were treated with IFNγ (100 ng/ml) and pulsed
with 1 µg/ml minimal Trp1455-463 for 48 hs. For in vitro PD-L1 blockade, 10 µg/ml of αPDL1 (clone 10F.9G2, BioXcell) was used. ImmunoSpot system was used to develop and
count the cytokine-positive spots (Cellular Technology Ltd, Cleveland, OH).
Preparation of Trp1455-463 artificial antigen presenting cells (Trp1 aAPCs):
Trp1455-463 -coated beads were prepared by incubating dynabeads M-450 Epoxy (4 x 108
/ml, Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 10 µg/ml of Trp1455-463 monomer for 24 hs. Then, half
of the beads were incubated with 10 µg/ml of mouse Fc Tag PD-L1 protein (Trp1/ PD-L1
aAPCs), (AcroBiosystems), or bovine serum albumin (Trp1 aAPCs) for additional 24 hs.
Finally, beads were washed twice with PBS and then incubated with 0.2% BSA for 24
hs then washed and resuspended in PBS.
Total splenocytes or purified TgTR1 cells were labeled with CFSE (1µM, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and cultured in the presence of serial concentration of Trp1 aAPCs or Trp1/ PD-
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L1 aAPCs with or without αPD-L1 antibody (10 µg/ml, BioXcell) for 72 hs. After the
incubation, the CFSE dilution were assessed using Canto flow cytometer.
Cytokine evaluation:
Elisa Kits were used to measure cytokines production; mouse IL15/IL15αR Complex
ELISA Ready-SET-Go kit (eBioScience, cat# 88-7215-88). Mouse IL12/IL23 (p40)
ELISA MAX™ Standard (Biolegend, cat# 431602). For IFN-I assay, we used B16-Blue™
IFN-α/β Cells (InvivoGen, Cat# bb-ifnt1) following the manufacturer protocol.
In vivo tumor model:
WT B6, MDA5-KO or BalbC mice (5 mice/group) were subcutaneously inoculated with
B16F10 cells (3 x 105/mouse) or A2L2 cell lines, respectively. Tumor growth was
monitored every 2 to 3 days in individual tagged mice by measuring 2 opposing diameters
with a set of calipers. Results are presented as the mean tumor size (area in mm2) ± SD for
every treatment group at various time points until the termination of the experiment
(usually when tumor size reaches 20 mm diameter).
Statistical analyses:
Statistical significance to assess numbers of antigen specific CD8 T cells (tetramer
analyses), surface markers expression and cytokines production were performed using
Student's-t-tests or one-way ANOVA as appropriate. Two-way ANOVA was used to test
the significance in the tumor experiment. Results are presented as mean ± SD. (*<0.05,
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 and ns: not significant). All statistical analyses were
performed using GraphPad Prism software (v6).
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RESULTS
A. The role of melanoma differentiated associated protein 5 (MDA5) in an antigendriven T cell expansion
The role of CD11c+ cells in T cell expansion induced by peptide/poly-IC vaccination:
The Celis laboratory previously reported that systemic (i.v.) vaccination using modified
palmitoylated (pam) peptide constructs (or natural amphiphilic peptides) administered in
combination with poly-IC (pam-BiVax) generated very large CTL responses in mice after
2 sequential immunizations (prime-boost, 7-12 days apart). Interestingly, most of the T cell
expansion, took place after the booster immunization, which could be performed using
either the pam-peptide or the non-amphiphilic, minimal peptide epitope [163]. On the other
hand, the priming immunization using BiVax required the use of the pam-peptides (or an
amphiphilic minimal peptide), which self-associate into nanostructures after dilution in an
aqueous solvent. We hypothesize that pam-peptide constructs should require antigen
processing, while the minimal (non-amphiphilic) peptide epitopes may not. Moreover,
since dendritic cells (DCs) are capable of processing exogenous antigen and providing
costimulation [46, 177, 217], we believe that these professional APCs are essential for the
priming phase of T cell responses generated by BiVax. In turn, minimal peptide epitopes
may be presented to the naïve T cells by any MHC class I-expressing cell including
npAPCs which incapable of effectively priming the response. To examine the role of DCs
(CD11c cells) during the priming and the boosting phases of BiVax, we used a mouse
model that depletes CD11c cells using diphtheria toxin receptor (DTR) driven by the
CD11c promoter (CD11c-DTR) [218]. CD45.1 WT mice were irradiated and reconstituted
with bone marrow (BM) cells from CD11c-DTR mice as described in materials and
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methods. Two sequential injections with diphtheria toxin (DT) resulted in > 90 % depletion
of CD11c cells (data not shown). Naïve CD8 T cells from OT-1 transgenic mice, which
recognize an ovalbumin CTL epitope (Ova257-264), were adoptively transferred into host
mice after assuring BM reconstitution. As expected, CD11c depletion before the prime or
the boost (using a pam-Ova257-264 peptide) significantly reduced and the percentages of OTI cells in blood (measured after prime and after boost, Figure 14 left panel). and the total
numbers of OT-1 cells in the spleens (Figure 14 right panel).

Figure 14: CD11c+ cells are required for prime and the boost using pam-BiVax
CD45.1 mice were irradiated and reconstituted with CD11cDTR bone marrow as described
in materials and methods. Eight weeks later, mice were adoptively transferred with 1X105
naïve OT-1 cells followed by vaccination with 2 doses of pam-BiVax (pam-2KMVESIINFEKL) 14 days apart, with or without diphtheria toxin (±DT) treatment as
indicated. The percentages of OT-1 cells were evaluated 7 days after prime and the boos
(left panel) and absolute numbers (right panel) of OT-1 cells in the spleens were evaluated
~ 7-8 days after the booster vaccine (day 22).
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CD11c+ cells are required for expansion using mini-BiVax
Next, we focused on the requirement of DCs during the expansion phase (after the boost)
using minimal peptide, which can be presented by DCs and npAPCs. For these
experiments, all mice were primed with the pam-Ova257-264 peptide and the CD11c cells
were depleted (or not) only during the boost using pam-Ova257-264 (pam-BiVax) or Ova257264

(mini-BiVax). Irrespective of the peptide used in the boost, depleting CD11c cells

diminished the percentages (Figure 15 left panel) and the absolute numbers of OT-I cells
in blood and in the spleens, respectively (Figure 15 right panel).

Figure 15: CD11c+ cells are required for expansion using mini-BiVax
CD45.1 mice were irradiated and reconstituted with CD11cDTR bone marrow as described
in materials and methods. Eight weeks later, mice were adoptively transferred with 1X105
naïve OT-1 cells followed by prime vaccination with pam-BiVax followed by mini-BiVax
or pam-BiVax booster vaccine 14 days later, with or without diphtheria toxin (±DT)
treatment as indicated. The percentages of OT-1 cells were evaluated 7 days after prime
and the boost (left panel) and absolute numbers (right panel) of OT-1 cells in the spleens
were evaluated ~ 7-8 days after the booster vaccine (day 22). Results are presented as
individual mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
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CD11c+ cells depletion diminishes cytokine production
These results can be interpreted by 2 non-exclusive ways: a) CD11c cells are also required
for the presentation of the minimal peptide epitope, even though no processing is necessary.
b) CD11c cells play a costimulatory role that allows npAPCs to present peptide and
stimulate the T cell proliferation. For example, DCs could respond to poly-IC and produce
signal-3 cytokines (IFN-I, IL12 and IL15) that may be necessary for an effective T cell
expansion. Indeed, CD11c cell depletion significantly decreased the production of IFN-I,
IL12 and IL15/IL15Rα complexes after poly-IC stimulation (Figure 16).

Figure 16: CD11c+ cells depletion diminishes cytokine production
(A-B) Bone marrow reconstituted mice were stimulated with 50 µg poly-ICLC±DT as
described in (A) and the level of IFN-I were measured in the serum 18 hs later. Results are
presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
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β2M CD11c+ cells rescue cytokine production
Next, we evaluated whether npAPCs would be able to present antigen and stimulate the T
cell expansion in circumstances where CD11c cells cannot present antigen but would be
able to costimulate the T cell response. Thus, we generated mixed BM chimeric mice
reconstituted with BM cells from CD11cDTR+ (DT sensitive and MHC class I+) and BM
cells from MHC class I deficient (β2m-KO) mice. CD11c cells from β2m-KO mice are
resistant to DT, should respond to poly-IC and produce costimulatory cytokines but cannot
present the Ova257-264 epitope to the T cells [219]. Hematopoietic reconstitution was
efficient and ~50 % of each of the BM donor CD11c were observed in the spleens.
Moreover, DT injection resulted in depletion of CD11c+DTR+ cells but not β2m-KO
CD11c+ cells (Figure 17A). The production of IFN-I after poly-IC injection was slightly
reduced (~25%) as compared to the non-DT treated controls (Figure 17B).

Figure 17: β 2M CD11c+ cells rescue cytokine production
CD45.1 mice were irradiated and reconstituted with 1:1 ratio of bone marrow cells from
CD11cDTR mice and β2M-KO mice. (A) Histograms showing the efficient depletion of
CD11c+ cells from CD11cDTR mice after 2 doses of DT. (B) Bone marrow reconstituted
mice were stimulated as described in Figure 16A and the level of IFN-I were measured
in the serum 18 hs later. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the
mean ± SD for each group. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with
the mean ± SD for each group.
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β2M CD11c+ cells rescue T cell expansion using mii-BiVax
While depletion of the CD11cDTR+ cells prior to the boost using the minimal peptide only
reduced the expansion of the T cells by ~30%, this depletion reduced the expansion
generated by the pam-peptide boost by ~92% (Figures 18). These results indicate that
npAPCs can present the peptide to previously primed T cells allowing their expansion, but
require the participation of DCs that presumably produce the necessary costimulatory
cytokines as a consequence of poly-IC stimulation.

Figure 18: β 2M CD11c+ cells rescue T cell expansion using mii-BiVax.
CD45.1 mice were irradiated and reconstituted with 1:1 ratio of bone marrow cells from
CD11cDTR mice and β2M-KO mice. After reconstitution, 1X105 naïve OT-1 wer
adoptively transferred followed by pam-BiVax prime and 14 days later mice were boosted
with mini-BiVax or pam-BiVax. The percentages of OT-1 cells were evaluated 7 days after
prime and the boost (left panel) and absolute numbers (right panel) of OT-1 cells in the
spleens were evaluated. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the
mean ± SD for each group.
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IFNβ or αCD40 rescue T cell expansion using mini-BiVax
One of the principal outcomes of DC stimulation by poly-IC is the production of IFN-I,
which has been reported to facilitate CD8 T cell expansion, either directly or indirectly by
stimulating the production of IL15 [103, 220-222]. The partial depletion of DCs in the
mixed bone marrow chimeras treated with DT resulting in a decrease of IFN-I production
by poly-IC (Figure 17B) could explain the 30% reduction of T cell expansion (Figure 18).
Thus, we evaluated whether providing exogenous IFN-I or increasing the endogenous
cytokine production by using αCD40 costimulatory antibody [223, 224] would rescue the
expansion of T cells in the absence of DCs after a mini-BiVax boost. Indeed, administration
of IFNβ or αCD40 antibody rescued the expansion of OT-1 cells to mini-BiVax (Figure
19 left panel) but not with pam-BiVax (Figure 19 right panel) after CD11c cell depletion.

Figure 19: IFNβ
β or αCD40 rescue T cell expansion using mini-BiVax.
Chimeric mice were prepared as described in (Figure 14) followed by vaccination as
described in (Figure 15)) in combination with αCD40 or IFNβ and the absolute numbers
of OT-1 cells in the spleen are shown. Results are presented as individual mice (each
symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
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Poly-ICLC but not poly-IC is a potent vaccine adjuvant:
Most of the work performed in our laboratory has used a formulation of poly-IC stabilized
with poly-L-Lysine and carboxy-methylcellulose (poly-ICLC) designed to prevent RNAse
degradation, which is a problem when used in human patients but not in mice [225-227].
When comparing side-by-side the adjuvant efficacy of poly-IC with poly-ICLC (prepared
with the same poly-IC lot) with pam-peptide based vaccine (prime-boost protocol) using
adoptively-transferred OT-I CD8 T cells, we observed an ~8-fold higher efficiency of T
cell responses of the poly-ICLC as compared to poly-IC (Figures 20 right panel). A
similar pattern was observed when measuring endogenous CD8 T cell responses to a pampeptide containing the Trp1455-463 CD8 epitope (Figures 20 left panel).

Figure 20: Poly-ICLC but not poly-IC is a potent vaccine adjuvant
(Left panel) WT mice were vaccinated with 2 doses of pam2-KMVE-TAPDNGYLM
peptide (Trp1455-463) in combination with poly-IC (pam-BiVax-IC) or poly-ICLC (pamBiVax-ICLC) and the absolute numbers of Trp1 specific cells were evaluated in the spleens
7 days after the booster vaccine. (Right panel) WT mice were adoptively transferred with
1X105 naïve OT-1 cells followed by pam-OVA-IC pam-OVA-ICLC and the absolute
numbers of OT-1 cells in the spleen were evaluated. Results are presented as individual
mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
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Poly-ICLC is a strong MDA5 stimulator
Supposedly, poly-IC and poly-ICLC function as immune adjuvants by stimulating 2
different pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), TLR3 and MDA5 [228, 229]. To test the
requirement of these 2 PRRs during pam-peptide vaccination with poly-ICLC or poly-IC,
naïve OT-1 T cells were adoptively transferred into wild type (WT) mice, or mice deficient
for TLR3 (TLR3-KO) or MDA5 (MDA5-KO) and the T cell responses were evaluated
after vaccination. The T cell expansion in MDA5-KO mice was substantially impaired as
compared to the expansion in WT mice with either poly-ICLC or poly-IC (Figures 21 left
panel). Interestingly, the T cell response in TLR3-KO mice was unaffected with polyICLC, but was decreased with poly-IC. Also, the T cell responses using poly-ICLC were
markedly increased as compared to poly-IC in WT and TLR3-KO mice. These results
indicate that the adjuvant activity of poly-IC requires both TLR3 and MDA5 and that polyICLC, which is superior to poly-IC relies mostly in MDA5 stimulation. In accordance with
T cell expansion, poly-ICLC exerted more potent antitumor effect compare to poly-IC in
WT mice, and these differences were abolished in MDA5-KO mice (Figure 21 right
panel).
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Figure 21: Poly-ICLC is a strong MDA5 stimulator
(Left panel) WT, TLR3-KO or MDA5-KO mice were vaccinated as described in (Figure
20 right panel) and the absolute numbers of OT-1 cells were calculated in the spleens. A
representative experiment is shown for at least 3 independent experiments and results are
presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
(Right panel) WT or MDA5 KO (5 mice/group) were inoculated with 3X105 B16F10
cells and vaccinated with Trp1 pam-BiVax-ICLC or pam-BiVax-IC and the tumor growth
is depicted (right panel).
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Poly-ICLC is potent IFN-I inducer through MDA5 stimulation:
TLR3 activation in DCs takes place in the endosomal compartments after poly-IC
internalization. Nevertheless, poly-IC must reach the cytoplasm to stimulate MDA5. In
addition, whereas TLR3 activation results in IL12 production, MDA5 stimulation has been
linked to IFN-I secretion [228-230]. In view of this, we compared the ability of poly-IC
and poly-ICLC to induce IFN-I and IL12 production by DCs in vitro. Poly-ICLC induced
the production of higher IFN-I levels as compared to poly-IC in culture using CD8αDCs
(Figure 22A). On the other hand, poly-IC generated higher amounts of IL12 than polyICLC (Figure 22B). Next, poly-ICLC and poly-IC were compared for their ability to
produce these cytokines using BM-derived DCs from WT, MDA5-KO, TLR3-KO, and
MDA5/TLR3 double-KO (DKO) mice. Higher production of IFN-I was observed with
poly-ICLC as compared with poly-IC and it was dependent on MDA5 but not on TLR3
(Figure 22C). Conversely, both poly-ICLC and poly-IC were effective in stimulating IL12
production, which required TLR3 but not MDA5 (Figure 22D).
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Figure 22: Poly-ICLC is potent IFN-I inducer through MDA5 stimulation
(A-B) CD8αDCs cell line was stimulated with serial dilution of poly-IC or poly-ICLC and
the magnitude of IFN-I (A) and IL12p40 (B) production were measured in the supernatant
18 hs later. (C-D) BMDCs from WT, TLR3-KO, MDA5-KO or TLR3/MDA5 KO mice
were stimulated with 10 µg poly-IC or poly-ICLC and the magnitude of IFN-I (C) and
IL12p40 (D) production were measured in the supernatant 18 hs later.
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Poly-ICLC stimulates MDA5 via the proton sponge effect:
Subsequently, we examined the mechanism by which exogenously administered polyICLC can reach the cytoplasm to activate MDA5. Treatment of DCs (CD8αDC cell line)
with bafilomycin A1 (an H+ ATPase inhibitor that decreases endosomal swelling and
rupturing [231] prior to poly-ICLC incubation, diminished IFN-I but not IL12 production
(Figure 23 left panel). In addition, poly-ICLC treatment, but not poly-IC enhanced
endosomal escape of acridine orange (in acidic conditions (endosome), acridine orange
gives a red fluorescence while at neutral pH, it emits a green fluorescence) [232]. into the
cytoplasm as evident by the reduction of acridine orange red fluorescence (Figure 23 right
panel). Collectively, these data indicate that poly-ICLC is more potent inducer of IFN-I,
through MDA5 stimulation than poly-IC due to its increased ability to escape from the
endosomal compartment into the cytoplasm via the proton sponge effect.
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Figure 23: Poly-ICLC stimulates MDA5 though proton sponge
(Left panel) CD8αDCs cell line was incubated with bafilomycin A1 6 hs before
stimulation with poly-ICLC and the IFN-I and IL12p40 production were quantified.
Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
(Right panel) DC-1 cells were stained with 0.1 µg acridine orange and incubated with 50
µg poly-IC or poly-ICLC and the loss of emission at 600–650 nm was assessed 18 hs later.
A representative experiment is shown for at least 3 independent experiments. Results are
presented as the mean ± SD for each group.
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In vivo production of IFN-I and IL15, but not IL-12 by Poly-ICLC is mediated by MDA5:
WT mice were injected with either poly-ICLC or poly-IC and 18 h later the serum levels
of IFN-I and IL12 were measured. Again, poly-ICLC was more effective than poly-IC in
generating IFN-I (Figure 24A), but poly-IC induced more IL12 than poly-ICLC (Figure
24B). The in vivo production of IFN-I by poly-ICLC was decreased in MDA5-KO and
TLR3/MDA5-KO mice but not in TLR3-KO mice (Figure 24C). On the other hand, IL12
production was independent of MDA5 and required TLR3 (Figure 24D).

Figure 24: In vivo production of IFN-I and IL-15, but not IL-12 by Poly-ICLC is
mediated by MDA5
(A-B) WT mice were stimulated (i.v.) with 50 µg poly-ICLC or poly-IC and the level of
IFN-I (A) and IL12p40 (B) production were measured in the serum 18 h after injection.
(C-D) WT, TLR3-KO, MDA5-KO or TLR3/MDA5-KO were stimulated with 50 µg polyICLC and the level of IFN-I (C) and IL12p40 (D) production were measured in the serum
18 h after injection. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the mean
± SD for each group.
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IL15 production, not IL-15Rα expression is mediated by IFN-I:
IFN-I is known to stimulate the production of the T cell growth promoting cytokine IL15
in several cell types including DCs [103, 220-222]. Injection of poly-ICLC into mice
resulted in the production of IL15/IL15Rα complexes in an MDA5-dependent, TLR3independent manner that required IFN-I receptor signaling (Figure 25 left panel).
Expression of IL15Rα on DCs in vivo was increased by poly-ICLC (and not by poly-IC)
in MDA5-dependent manner (Figure 25 right panel). Interestingly, IL15Rα expression
was increased by poly-ICLC in an IFN-I independent way, which could help explain why
pam peptides and poly-ICLC were able to boost in the absence of IFN-I signaling phase
[163].

Figure 25: IL15 production, not IL-15Rα
α expression is mediated by IFN-I:
WT, TLR3- KO, MDA5-KO, TLR3/MDA5-KO or IFNαβR-KO mice were injected (i.v.)
with 50 µg poly-ICLC and one group of WT mice were injected with 50 µg poly-IC. (Left
panel) Serum were collected and IL-15/IL15 receptor complexes were assessed using
ELISA kit. (Right panel) Single cell suspensions were prepared from the spleens and the
level of IL15α receptor expressions on the CD11c+ cells were measured. Results are
presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
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Blocking IL15 or IL2 signaling inhibits T cell expansion by peptide/poly-ICLC
vaccines:
The results presented so far indicate that poly-ICLC is a potent adjuvant for peptide
vaccines that results in dramatic expansion of CD8 T cells and that its activity is mediated
by its ability to stimulate MDA5 resulting in the production of T cell promoting cytokines
IFN-I and IL15. Subsequently, we assessed the requirement of IL2 and IL15 signaling for
the CD8 T cell expansion phase with pam-BiVax. Blocking IL2 or IL15 signals during the
vaccine boost inhibited the expansion of adoptively transferred OT-1 cells in WT mice as
shown by lack of the boosting effect in the blood with severe reduction in the absolute
number and the fold expansion of OT-1 cells in the spleen (Figure 26 left panel).
Similarly, blocking IL2 or IL15 inhibited the expansion of IFNαβR deficient OT-1 cells in
IFNαβR deficient (IFNαβR-KO) hosts (Figure 26 right panel), suggesting the importance
of IL2 and IL15 signaling in the expansion phase.
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Figure 26: Blocking IL15 or IL2 signaling inhibits T cell expansion by peptide/polyICLC vaccines.
(A) WT mice were adoptively transferred with 105 naïve OT-1 cells and one day later,
mice were vaccinated with pam-BiVax. Fourteen days later, mice were boosted with
pam-BiVax-ICLC, pam-BiVax-ICLC + 100 µg of αIL15 or pam-BiVax-ICLC + 200 µg
αIL2/ 200 µg αCD25 on day 14, 16 and 18 and the absolute numbers of OT-1 cells were
calculated in the spleens. (B) IFNαβR-KO mice were adoptively transferred with 105
naïve IFNαβR deficient OT-1 cells and vaccinated as described in (A) and the absolute
numbers of OT-1 cells were measured in the spleens. Results are presented as individual
mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for each group.
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It should be noted that IFNαβR sufficient OT-1 cells responded well to the prime
vaccination but they failed to expand during the expansion phase using either pam-peptide
or mini-peptide in IFNαβR-KO mice (Figure 27A-B). IFNαβR-KO mice had similar
overall levels of IFN-I in the serum as compared to WT mice after poly-ICLC injection
(Figure 27C).

αβ R sufficient OT-1 cells failed to expand in IFNα
αβ R KO mice
Figure 27: IFNα
WT or IFNαβR KO mice were adoptively transferred with (105) naïve IFNαβR sufficient
OT-1 cells followed by pam-BiVax prime vaccination. Fourteen days later, mice were
vaccinated with either pam-BiVax or mini-BiVax booster vaccine. (A) The percentage and
(B) the absolute number of OT-1 cells are shown in the blood and the spleen, respectively.
(C) WT or IFNαβR KO mice were injected with 50µg poly-ICLC, 18 hs later, the level of
IFN-I was measured in the serum. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol)
with the mean ± SD for each group.
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IL2Cx, IFNβ or αCD40 can rescue T cell expansion in MDA5-KO mice
Thus, it seems unlikely that IFN-I had a direct effect on the T cells to promote the vast
expansion obtained with poly-ICLC containing vaccines and that the effect of IFN-I may
be mediated through other T cell promoting cytokines such as IL2 and IL15 induced by
MDA5 in DCs, some of which are produced in an IFN-I dependent but MDA5 dependent
manner. It has been shown that some IL2/αIL2 antibody complexes (IL2Cx) resemble IL15
signaling by delivering IL2 to the IL-2Rβ (CD122) [190]. Also, the costimulatory αCD40
monoclonal antibody enhances the production of IL15/IL15Rα complexes [210, 233, 234]
and upregulates cell surface expression of IL-15Rα in IFN-I independent manner [235238]. As previously noted, IFN-I can increase the production of IL15/IL15Rα by different
cell subsets. Thus, we tested the ability of IFNβ, IL2Cx or αCD40 mAb to rescue vaccineinduced T cell expansion in MDA5-KO mice. Indeed, administration of IFNβ, IL2Cx or
αCD40 mAb during the vaccine boost substantially increased the expansion of T cells
using pam-peptide BiVax with poly-ICLC in the MDA5-KO mice (Figures 28 left panel).
The T cell promoting effects of IL2Cx and αCD40 mAb were also tested in IFNαβR-KO
mice using IFNαβR deficient OT-I cells, where some level of expansion (~100-fold) was
obtained with pam-peptide (Figures 28 right panel), which forces the T cells to be
stimulated by DCs. Nevertheless, boosting these mice with mini-peptide significantly
decreased (~8-fold) the T cell response as compared to the use of pam-peptide (Figures 28
right panel). Administration of IL2Cx or αCD40 mAb in the mini-peptide boost
dramatically increased (20-25 fold) the expansion of the OT-1 cells in an IFN-Iindependent manner.
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Figure 28: IL2Cx, IFNβ
β or αCD40 can rescue T cell expansion in MDA5-KO mice
(Left panel) MDA5-KO mice were boosted with pam-BiVax-ICLC, pam-BiVaxICLC+αCD40, pam-BiVax-ICLC+IL2Cx or pam-BiVax-ICLC+IFNβ and the absolute
numbers of OT-1 cells were measured in the spleens. (Right panel) IFNαβR-KO were
adoptively transferred with 105 naïve IFNαβR deficient OT-1 cells and were vaccinated
one day later with pam-BiVax-ICLC. Fourteen days later, mice were boosted with pamBiVax-ICLC, mini-BiVax-ICLC, mini-BiVax-ICLC+αCD40, mini-BiVax-ICLC+IL2Cx
or mini-BiVax-ICLC+ IFNβ and the absolute numbers of OT-1 cells were measured in the
spleens. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD for
each group. Results are presented as individual mice (each symbol) with the mean ± SD
for each group.
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Graphical summary
Overall, these data suggest that poly-ICLC activation of MDA5 mediates T cell expansion
mainly through regulating the production of IFN-I, IL2 and IL15 cytokines. Moreover, the
high levels of IFN-I produced by the poly-ICLC stimulated DCs allow T cell expansion
when antigen presentation is mediated by npAPCs. In these circumstances IFN-I does not
appear to directly function as S3 on the T cells but induces production of IL15 and IL2 by
npAPCs. An illustrated diagram summarizes these findings is depicted (Figure 29).

Figure 29: Summary for the role of MDA5 and IFN-I in the expansion of T cell
response: During the expansion phase using palmitoylated peptide; CD11c+ cells are
required for peptide processing and presentation alongside poly-IC internalization. MDA5
activation induce IFN-I, IL2 and IL15/IL15Rα complexes productions and upregulation of
IL15Rα receptor on DCs surface. During the expansion phase using minimal peptide;
although non CD11c+ cells (npAPCs) can present the peptide, CD11c+ cells are important
for IFN-I production, which further activate npAPCs and enhance the production of
IL15/IL15Rα complexes.
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B. Sustained IL2 signaling enhances the antitumor effect of peptide-based vaccines
IL2Cx overcome the inhibitory effects of irrelevant CD8 T cells
A major challenge that limits the effectiveness of peptide epitope-based vaccines relates to
their capacity to specifically stimulate and expand antigen-specific, tumor reactive T cells.
To generate such responses, peptide vaccines must contain potent adjuvants (e.g., TLR
agonists) and/or costimulatory antibodies (e.g., αCD40 mAb). In addition, the vaccine’s
effective recruitment of the usually very low numbers of naïve T cells capable of
recognizing the peptide epitope will determine the magnitude of the T cell expansion. For
this reason, we have utilized a systemic (intravenous, i.v.) mode of vaccine administration,
which has been proven to be superior to local (subcutaneous, s.c.) immunization for
generating vast T cell responses [163, 187]. However, we have observed that the systemic
administration of the vaccine, adjuvant and costimulatory antibodies can lead to the
activation and expansion of non-antigen specific (i.e., irrelevant) T cells (Figure 30A),
which we believe diminishes the effectiveness of the vaccines, by competing with the
antigen-specific T cells for “immune resources” (APCs and cytokines). Indeed, TriVax
vaccination decreased the production of IL15/IL15Rα complexes after poly-ICLC
injection and depletion of irrelevant T cells generated by this vaccine restored the capacity
of poly-ICLC to produce IL15/IL15Rα complexes (Figure 30B).
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Figure 30: Induction of irrelevant T cells with peptide vaccines
(A) WT mice were injected with pamTrp1 + 50 µg poly-IC (BiVax) or pamTrp1 + 50 µg
poly-IC + 100 µg αCD40 (TriVax). A week later, the absolute number of tetramer+ and
the tetramer – CD44+ CD8 T cells were evaluated in the spleen. (B) Thy1.1+ WT mice
were injected (i.v.) with TriVax and T cell were depleted using 500 µg αThy1.1 mAb on
day 7 and 9 and the production of IL15/IL15Rα complexes were evaluated in the serum
after stimulation with poly-ICLC for 18 hs. (N= 3 mice/group).
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The suppression of antigen-specific CD8 by irrelevant CD8 T cells is reversed by IL2Cx
To investigate the potential negative role of the activation and expansion of irrelevant T
cells in the responses of antigen-specific T cells to a systemic peptide vaccine (BiVax), we
adoptively transferred a low number (2000 cells) of naïve antigen-specific CD8 T cells
from TCR transnuclear mice [208] specific for the Trp1455-463 epitope (TgTR1) into wild
type C57BL/6 (WT) mice or immune deficient RAG-KO mice (lacking irrelevant T cells).
After a prime-boost Trp1-BiVax immunization (12 days apart) the TgTR1 cells expanded
~500 fold in WT mice and 7,500-fold in the RAG-KO mice (Figure 31B). Co-injection of
a large number (8 million) naïve CD8 T cells from WT mice decreased the expansion of
the TgTR1 T cells by 50% in the RAG-KO mice (Figure 31B). When 2000 TgTR1 T cells
were transferred into Pmel-1 TCR transgenic mice containing T cells specific for an
irrelevant antigen epitope (gp10025-33, expressing Thy1.1+/RAG+) the Trp1-BiVax elicited
an expansion of the TgTR1 of a similar magnitude to the one observed in in RAG-KO mice
(Figure 31C). Moreover, T cell depletion using αThy1.1 mAb increased the expansion of
the TgTR1 T cells by 300 %, but depletion of CD4 T cells (~ 20 % of the T cell repertoire
in Pmel-1 mice) using αCD4 mAb had no significant effect (Figure 31C). Together, these
results indicate that irrelevant CD8 T cells are responsible for diminishing the expansion
of antigen-specific T cells resulting from systemic peptide vaccination. The negative effect
of the irrelevant CD8 T cells is most likely due competition for cytokines (IL2, IL15)
during the expansion phase of the response since administration of IL2 in the form of
IL2/αIL2 mAb complexes (IL2Cx) right after the boost resulted in a massive expansion of
the TgTR1 T cells (~200,000 fold, Figure 31C).
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Figure 31. The suppression of antigen-specific CD8 by irrelevant CD8 T cells is
reversed by IL2Cx
(Left panel) WT or RAG1 KO mice were adoptively transferred with (2000 cells/mouse)
CD8 T cells from TgTR1 mice (TgTR1 cells,) with or without WT CD8 T cells (8 x 106
cells/mouse). One day later, mice were vaccinated with 2 identical doses of BiVax 12 days
apart as shown). The absolute numbers of TgTR1 cells were evaluated in the spleen on day
19. (Right panel) Pmel-1 mice (Thy1.1) were adoptively transferred with TgTR1 cells
(Thy1.2, 2000 cells/mouse) followed by vaccination with 2 doses of BiVax 12 days apart.
In some mice thy1.1+ cells or CD4 T cells were depleted on day -2, 1, 7, 11, and 13 and
one group of mice were injected with IL2Cx122 on day 12, 14 and 16. The absolute numbers
of TgTR1 cells were evaluated in the spleen on day 19. (N= 3 mice/group).
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IL2 complexes enhance endogenous T cell expansion mediated by BiVax
Next, we studied the effect of IL2Cx in the endogenous T cell response (w/o adoptive cell
transfer) to Trp1455-463 BiVax. We have observed that the efficacy of BiVax is dependent
on the formulation of poly-IC used in the vaccine (check the role of MDA5 in an antigen
mediated T cell expansion chapter). Thus, for the present studies, we utilized poly-IC to
better appreciate the effects of IL2Cx. Two types of IL2Cx were tested, one using an αIL2
mAb that directs the IL2 to the low affinity receptor, IL2Rβ/CD122 (IL2Cx122) and the
other, which preferentially directs IL2 to the high affinity receptor, IL2Rα/CD25 (IL2Cx25)
[190, 239]. The addition of either IL2Cx122 or IL2Cx25 during the vaccine booster
dramatically enhanced the magnitude of the endogenous CD8 T cell responses (Figure
32B, C). Moreover, the CD8 T cells generated by these vaccines were effective in
recognizing Trp1-expressing tumor cells (B16 melanoma) as ascertained in an EliSpot
assay (Figure 32D). Collectively, this data strongly demonstrates that providing extra
cytokine in the form of IL2Cx dramatically enhanced the expansion of endogenous or
adoptive transferred T cells.
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Figure 32. IL2 complexes enhance endogenous T cell expansion mediated by BiVax
(A) Vaccination protocol for panel B-D. (B) WT mice were vaccinated as shown in (A)
and the percentages of Trp1 tetramer+ cells were evaluated in the blood. (C) The absolute
numbers of Trp1 tetramer+ cells were evaluated in the spleen at day 22. (D) 105 purified
CD8 T cells were incubated with B16F10 cells for overnight and the number of IFNγ
producing cells were counted. (N= 3 mice/group).
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Timing of IL2Cx administration is critical to induce robust CD8 T cell responses
In the previous experiment, IL2Cx were administered with the booster vaccine, 12 days
after the initial prime immunization. Being cognizant that tumor progression is very
aggressive, thus, we tested whether administering IL2Cx during the vaccine-priming phase
would also enhance the tumor specific CTL response. Unfortunately, administration of
IL2Cx with BiVax prime vaccination failed to increase the percentage and absolute
numbers of antigen-specific cells using either adoptive transfer or endogenous Trp1455-463
model and in some instances there was a dramatic increase of irrelevant T cells (data not
shown). To decrease the time required to attain a large T cell response we examined the
use of a 5-day interval prime-boost protocol. Administration of IL2Cx122 or IL2Cx25 with
the BiVax booster vaccine 5 days after the initial prime vaccine generated a huge
endogenous T cell response (Figure 33A-D) of a similar magnitude to that observed with
12-day interval immunization protocol (Figure 32).
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Figure 33. Fast prime-boost BiVax/IL2Cx vaccination protocol generates large T cell
responses
(A) Diagrammatical representation of the vaccination protocol for panels B-D. (B) WT
mice were vaccinated as shown in (A) and the percentages of Trp1 tetramer+ cells were
evaluated in the blood. (C) Representative FACS dot plots showing the percentages of Trp1
tetramer+ cells in the blood. (D) The absolute numbers of Trp1 tetramer+ cells were
evaluated in the spleen at day 12. One experiment form at least 3 independent experiments
is shown. (N= 3 mice/group).
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Fast protocol generates large T cell responses in BALB/c mice
This protocol was also effective in generating large T cell responses against the rNEU66-74
and LLO91-99 CTL epitopes in BALB/c mice (Figure 34A-D). Combination of recombinant
human IL2 (hu-IL2) and αhu-IL2 (MAB602) mAb (hu-IL2Cx) was equally effective to the
mouse IL2Cx122 (m-IL2Cx) in expanding antigen specific cells (Figure 35A-D).
Collectively, these results suggest that antigen-specific T cells should be previously
activated and start to proliferate to properly expand after IL2Cx administration. Moreover,
the fast (5 days apart) prime-boost vaccination protocol is sufficient to induce prompt large
and robust T cell responses.
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Figure 34: BiVax/IL2Cx generated large T cell responses in BalbC mice
(A-B) BalbC mice were primed with pamrNEU66-74/poly-IC (BiVax) or pamLLO91-99/polyIC (BiVax), 5 days later mice received another BiVax booster dose with or without IL2Cx25
on D5, 7 and 9 and (A) the percentages of tetramer+ cells were evaluated in the blood. (B)
Representative FACS dot plots showing the percentages of tetramer+ cells in the blood.
(C) Purified CD8 T cells from pamrNEU66-74 BiVax/IL2Cx25 vaccinated mice were
incubated with A2L2 or TUBO cells and the IFNγ producing cells were counted. (D)
Representative EliSpot wells are shown. (N= 3 mice/group)
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Figure 35: Human IL2Cx has similar adjuvant effect to mouse IL2Cx
IL2Cx was prepared using human IL2 and α human IL2 (MAB602) mAb (hu-IL2Cx) and
WT mice were vaccinated with pamTrp1 BiVax with mouse IL2Cx122 (mIL2Cx) or (huIL2Cx) and the percentages (A) and the absolute numbers (B) of Trp1 tetramer+ cells are
shown in the blood and the spleen, respectively. (N= 3 mice/group)
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Therapeutic antitumor effects of peptide vaccine/IL2Cx combination in B6 mice
Next, we evaluated the effect of IL2Cx enhancing the antitumor therapeutic effect of Trp1BiVax in mice with established subcutaneous B16 melanomas (Figure 36A). While Trp1BiVax alone was able to significantly reduce the rate of tumor growth and increase
survival, the addition of IL2Cx122 or IL2Cx25 radically augmented the antitumor effects
(Figure 36B). The effects of the IL2Cx required an antigen specific vaccine, since mice
receiving an irrelevant peptide (Ova257-264) only exhibited a minimal therapeutic effect.
Mice receiving Trp1-BiVax and IL2Cx were able to control their tumors up to day 25,
when all of the control mice (untreated or those receiving irrelevant vaccinations) had
already perished due to advance disease. The recurrence of tumor growth after day 25 in
these mice was not the result of the disappearance of antigen-specific, tumor reactive T
cells (Figure 36C).

Figure 36. The therapeutic effects of BiVax/IL2Cx vaccination
(A) Diagrammatical representation of the vaccination protocol for panels B-F. (B) The
mean tumor sizes are shown. (C) The percentage of Trp1-tetramer+ cells in CD8 T cells
was examined on day 18, 31 and 42. (N= 10 mice/group).
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Therapeutic antitumor effects of peptide vaccine/IL2Cx combination in BALB/c mice
Similar therapeutic antitumor effects were observed in BALB/c mice using the RNEUexpressing A2L2 tumor (Figure 37A, B) with more dramatic antitumor effect in the
prophylactic setting (Figure 37D). Thus, although the therapeutic benefit of BiVax and
IL2Cx did not completely eliminate the tumors and was transient, the effects were
substantial by extending overall survival or preventing the tumor growth.

Figure 37: BiVax/IL2Cx show good antitumor effects in BalbC mice
(A) Diagrammatical representation of tumor inoculation and the vaccination protocol for
panel B. (B) The tumor growth is depicted (N= 6 mice/group). (C) Tumor free BalbC mice
were vaccinated as described in panel A and the percentages of pamrNEU66-74 tetramer+
cells were monitored for 50 days. (D) on day 50, naïve BalbC or mice vaccinated in panel
(C) were challenged with 5X105 A2L2 cells and the tumor growth was monitored for 25
days. (N= 4 mice/group
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BiVax/IL2Cx vaccines have better antitumor effect than TriVax
The antitumor effect of IL2Cx could be attributed to the higher number of antigen specificT cells generated by adding IL2Cx or due to reduction in the level of PD-1 expression on
the surface of antigen-specific cells. To distinguish between these 2 possibilities, we used
TriVax (BiVax plus αCD40 mAb) as a booster vaccine. TriVax generated large T cell
responses similar to those observed with BiVax/IL2Cx using TgTR1 ACT or endogenous
responses (Figure 38A, B) with relatively the same level of PD-1 expression (Figure 38C).
Even though the two different boosters appeared to be equally immunogenic, the
BiVax/IL2Cx boost was more efficient in controlling tumor growth compared to TriVax
(Figure 38D). Nonetheless, co-administration of IL2Cx with TriVax further improved the
antitumor effect of TriVax. Taken together, these data suggest that IL2Cx not only
increases the number of antigen-specific T cells but also enhances the quality of the cells
making them more effective in the antitumor response.
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Figure 38. BiVax/IL2Cx shows better antitumor effect than TriVax
(A) CD45.1 mice received BiVax prime followed by booster vaccine with BiVax,
BiVax/IL2Cx122 or TriVax and the absolute numbers of TgTR1 cells was evaluated in the
spleen on day 12. (B) The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of PD-1 expression on TgTR1
cells. (N= 3 mice/group). (C) WT mice were vaccinated with BiVax prime. On day 5, mice
received a booster vaccine of TriVax or BiVax/IL2Cx25 (on day 5,7 and 9) and the absolute
numbers of Trp1 tetramer+ cells were evaluated in the spleen on day 12. (D) WT mice
were inoculated with B16F10 and 7 days later mice received BiVax vaccination prime
followed by booster vaccine with TriVax, BiVax/IL2Cx25 and TriVax/IL2Cx25 and the
vaccination protocol and the tumor growth are depicted. (N= 5 mice/group).
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T cells generated by BiVax/IL2Cx show high resistance to PD-L1 on tumor cells
Our previous experience using Trp1-BiVax for treating established B16 tumors indicates
that PD-1 inhibition is a major factor in limiting the therapeutic effectiveness [163]. The
therapeutic improvement of BiVax with the co-administration of IL2Cx (Figures 36B and
38D) was somewhat similar to the effects of PD-1 blockade using αPD-L1 mAb [155,
163]. Thus, IL2Cx used during vaccination may generate CD8 T cells more resistant to
PD-1 inhibition as compared to T cells generated by BiVax alone or TriVax. Thus, we
examined how CD8 T cells from each vaccination protocol would respond to antigen
stimulation in the presence of PD-1 inhibitory signals. For these experiments, we utilized
B16F10 melanoma cells which substantially upregulate the expression of PD-L1 as the
result of IFNγ exposure [180, 240]. CD8 T cells obtained from mice that received TgTR1
ACT, primed with Trp1-BiVax and then boosted either with BiVax, BiVax/IL2Cx or
TriVax recognized B16F10 cells nearly to the same extent and in an antigen-specific
manner (data not shown). Because IFNγ treatment of B16 cells reduces the density of
Trp1455-463/H2Db cell surface complexes and decreases recognition by Trp1-specific CD8
T cells [180, 240], the IFNγ-treated B16 cells were pulsed with the Trp1455-463 peptide. The
TgTR1 T cells generated by BiVax/IL2Cx recognized B16F10 and IFNγ-treated B16F10
cells (PD-L1 high) to the same extent (Figure 39A, B). On the other hand, the TgTR1 T
cells obtained from mice boosted with BiVax or TriVax had a significant decreased ability
to recognize the IFNγ-treated B16 cells (~80 % reduction) as compared to the untreated
B16 cells. Blocking PD-1/PD-L1 interactions with αPD-L1 mAb restored the capacity of
BiVax and TriVax generated T cells to recognize the IFNγ-treated B16F10 cells and had
no enhancing effect with the T cells from the BiVax/IL2Cx group.
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Figure 39. T cells generated by BiVax/IL2Cx show high resistance to PD-L1 on tumor
cells.
(A-B) CD45.1 WT mice were vaccinated as described in Figure.24. On day 12, TgTR1
cells were purified and 1X105 cells were incubated with B16F10 cells, IFNγ treated
B16F10 pulsed with 1 µg Trp1 with or without (10 µg/ml αPD-L1) and (A) the number of
IFNγ producing cells were evaluated. (B) Representative EliSpot wells for panel A.
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T cells generated by BiVax/IL2Cx show high proliferative capacity in the presence of PDL1 on aAPCs.
To evaluate the capacity of T cells to proliferate in the presence of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling,
we utilized artificial antigen presenting cells (aAPCs) coated with Trp1455-463/H2Db
monomers with or without PD-L1 protein as illustrated in (Figure left panel). Presence of
PD-L1 on the aAPCs reduced the proliferation of BiVax or TriVax generated T cells by
66% and 75%, respectively (Figure right panel). On the other hand, the proliferation of T
cells generated with BiVax/IL2Cx was not affected by the presence of PD-L1.

Figure 40. T cells generated by BiVax/IL2Cx show high proliferative capacity in the
presence of PD-L1 on aAPCs.
(A) Illustrating diagram showing the aAPCs used in panel (D). (B) TgTR1 cells were
labeled with 1 µm CFSE and incubated with (1:1 ratio) Trp1 aAPCs or Trp1/PD-L1 aAPCs
with or without (10 µg/ml αPD-L1) for 72 hs and the percentages of CFSE labeled and
proliferating cells are shown.
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STAT5 transduction renders T cells resistant to PD-1 inhibitory signaling.
Next, I evaluated the contribution of PI3KT and STAT5 pathways [241-244] in mediating
resistance to PD-1inhibition. TgTR1 cells transduced with constitutive active STAT5 (CASTAT5) showed similar capacity to resist PD-L1/PD-1 signaling (Figure 41). The overall
results suggest that IL2Cx not only increases the number of antigen specific cells but also
enhances the ability of antigen specific T cells to resist the PD-1inhibitory signals mainly
through STAT5 pathway.

Figure 41. STAT5 transduction renders T cells resistant to PD-1 inhibitory signaling.
TgTR1 cells with or without CA-STAT5 transduction were adoptively transferred into
WT mice, followed by BiVax prime/boost vaccination (5 days apart) on day 12, purified
CD8 T cells were purified and incubated with B16F10 cells, IFNγ treated B16F10 pulsed
with 1 µg Trp1 with or without (10 µg/ml αPD-L1) and the number of IFNγ producing
cells were counted using EliSpot.
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Both forms of IL2Cxs with BiVax increase the percentages and the numbers of Tregs
IL2Cx could enhance the IL2 function either by targeted delivery of IL2 to specific
receptors or by providing sustained IL2 signaling through simply extending the half-life of
IL2. Although it has been reported that IL2Cx25 and not IL2Cx122 increased the number of
T regulatory cells (Tregs) [190], we observed that both forms of IL2Cx administered with
BiVax enhanced the expansion of Tregs cells (Figure 42A, B). Nonetheless, the increase
of Tregs under these circumstances does not appear to have a major impact in the CD8 T
cell responses induced by BiVax and IL2Cx.

Figure 42: Both forms of IL2Cxs with BiVax increase the percentages and the
numbers of Tregs
WT mice were vaccinated as depicted and the percentages (A) and the absolute numbers
(B) of Tregs cells were evaluated in the spleen based on CD25 and FOXP3 staining. (N=
3 mice/group).
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αCD25 blocks the adjuvant effect of IL2Cx122 but not TriVax
As it would be expected, administration of αCD122 mAb inhibited the expansion of Trp1specific T cells induced by Trp1-BiVax/IL2Cx122 (Figure 43 left panel). However, it was
surprising to observe that αCD25 mAb administration also inhibited the response since
supposedly the IL2Cx122 direct IL2 to CD122 in a CD25-independent manner. It worth to
mention that the αCD25 mAb did not eliminate the expansion of antigen-specific T cells
generated by TriVax (Figure 43 right panel) indicating that these antibodies were not
depleting the activated T cells.

Figure 43: αCD25 blocks the adjuvant effect of IL2Cx122 but not TriVax
(Left panel) WT mice were primed with BiVax followed by BiVax/ IL2Cx122 boost. Some
mice were injected with αCD122 (300 µg/mouse) or αCD25 (200 µg/mouse) at the same
days of IL2Cx administration. The absolute numbers of Trp1 tetramer+ cells were evaluated
in the spleens. (Right panel) WT mice were primed with BiVax followed by TriVax boost
w/o αCD25 (200 µg/mouse) and the absolute numbers of Trp1+ cells in the blood and the
spleen are shown. (N= 3 mice/group).
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Excess homologues antibody inhibits T cell proliferation in vitro
Blocking CD25 or CD122 on their own had a minimal effect on the expansion of peptide
stimulated TgTR1 cells in vitro using either IL2 or both types of IL2Cx (Figure 44 left
panel). However, combined use of αCD25 and αCD122 mAbs inhibited the proliferation
of TgTR1 cells by 90% regardless with all forms of IL2 (Figure 44 left panel). These
results indicate that both CD122 and CD25 receptors are required for the enhancing effect
of IL2Cx. Thus, the above findings suggest that IL2 needs to dissociate from the mAbs to
be able to interact with both receptors and if so, an excess of the same mAb should decrease
the amount of free IL2, preventing the T cell expansion. Indeed, increasing the amount of
αIL2 mAb used to form the complexes reduced the in vitro antigen-induced expansion of
TgTR1 cells by 50% (Figure 44 right panel).

Figure 44: Excess homologues antibody inhibits T cell proliferation in vitro
(Left panel) 3X104 TgTR1 cells were incubated with 1 µg Trp1 peptide and 10 ng IL2/ml,
IL2Cx122 or IL2Cx25 in the presence of 30 µg αCD25 mAb, αCD122 mAb or mixture of
both mAb and the fold expansion was evaluated 7 days later. (Right panel) 3X104 TgTR1
cells were incubated with 1 µg Trp1 peptide and 10 ng/ml IL2Cx122 or IL2Cx25 in the
presence of increasing concentrations of homologues αIL2 (JES6-5H4) or (JES6-1A12),
respectively, and the fold expansion was evaluated 7 days later.
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Excess homologues antibody inhibits T cell proliferation in vivo
Furthermore, preparation of IL2Cx25 using 300µg mAb (IL2Cx25/300µg), which is 30 times
higher amount normally used (10µg; IL2Cx25/10µg) reduced the antigen-mediated expansion
of TgTR1 cells by 90% in vivo (Figure 45 left panel). In this experiment, the TgTR1 cells
(CD45.2) represented ~80 % of all spleen’s cell population in IL2Cx25/10µg and ~14 % in
IL2Cx25/300µg vaccinated mice (Figure 45 right panel). Overall, these results indicate that
the enhancing effects of IL2Cx in the expansion of T cells requires the free form of IL2
which must dissociate from the mAb to be able to engage both CD25 and CD122.

Figure 45: Excess homologues antibody inhibits T cell proliferation in vivo.
(Left panel) CD45.1 mice were adoptively transferred with TgTR1 cells followed by
BiVax prime. 5 days later mice were boosted with pamTrp1, pamTrp1/IL2Cx25(10 µg) (10
µg αIL2 mAb) or pamTrp1/ IL2Cx25(300 µg) (300 µg αIL2 mAb) and the absolute numbers
of TgTR1 cells were evaluated in the spleens on day 12. (Right panel) Representative
FACS dot plots showing the percentages of TgTR1 cells (MHCII- CD45.2+) in the spleen
(gated on all live cells). (N= 3 mice/ group).
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PEG-IL2 is effective in expanding endogenous tumor specific T cells
The above findings indicate that that the adjunct effects of IL2Cx during the BiVax boost
are mostly mediated by improving the half-life of IL-2 and not by directing IL2 to specific
receptors. If so, other means of enhancing the half-life of IL2 should have similar adjunct
effects. It has been shown that pegylation of IL2 allows slow release of IL2 and maintains
persistent IL2 signaling in vivo [245-248]. Pegylated IL2 (PEG-IL2) was as effective as
IL2Cx in the expansion of endogenous Trp1455-463 specific T cells induced with BiVax
(Figure 46A). Moreover, BiVax/PEG-IL2 showed a remarkable antitumor effect (Figure
46B) similar to those previously observed with BiVax/IL2Cx (Figure 36B). The Trp1455463

specific cells generated by BiVax/PEG-IL2 resisted PD-1 inhibitory signaling in vitro

(Figure 46C). However, these T cells lost their ability to resist PD-1 signaling 12 days
after the last dose of PEG-IL2, but administration of one dose of IL2Cx 2 days before the
isolation of T cells partially restored the ability of T cells to resist PD-1 inhibition (Figure
46D). This data shows that pegylation of IL2, which allows persistence IL2 signaling
enhances the antigen-mediated expansion of T cells in a similar manner as IL2Cx. It worth
to mention that tumor cells isolated from BiVax/PEG-IL2 treated mice at the termination
of the experiment (day 33) retained surface MHC-I expression and expressed similar levels
of PD-L1 (Figure 47A) and were able to stimulate TgTR1 cells in vitro (Figure 47B).
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Figure 46. PEG-IL2 is effective in expanding endogenous tumor specific T cells
(A) WT mice were vaccinated with BiVax prime, 5 days later, mice received a booster
vaccine with BiVax, BiVax/IL2, BiVax/IL2Cx122 or BiVax/PEG-IL2 and the absolute
number of Trp1 tetramer+ T cells were evaluated in the spleen. (B-D) WT were inoculated
with B16F10 and 7 days later, mice received BiVax prime followed by booster vaccine
with BiVax, BiVax/IL2 or BiVax/PEG-IL2 5 days apart. (B) The tumor sizes are depicted.
(C) CD8 T cells were purified on day 18 and incubated with B16F10 treated with or without
IFNγ treatment and the number of IFNγ spots were counted. (D) one set of mice received
one dose of IL2Cx122 on day 28 and CD8 T cells from IL2Cx treated or untreated mice
were purified on day 30 and incubated with B16F10 treated with or without IFNγ treatment
and the number of IFNγ spots were counted. (N= 10 mice/group).
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Figure 47. Tumor clones isolated from tumor bearing mice can stimulate TgTR1
cells in vitro:
Tumors mass from tumor bearing mice were dissected and cultivated in vitro for 2 days.
(A) The expression of MHC-I (H2-Kb, H2-Db), MHC-II and PD-L1 expression were
assessed on the isolated 2 clones and the original B16F10. (B) 105 tumor cells from the 2
clones or the original of B16F10 cells were incubated with 104 TgTR1 or pmel cells for
24 hs and the number of IFNγ producing cells were counted. (C) Representative EliSpot
wells for panel B.
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IV. DISCUSSION
A. The role of melanoma differentiated associated protein 5 (MDA5) in an antigen-driven
T cell expansion
The large molecular mass of poly-IC makes it difficult for non-phagocytic cells to
internalize poly-IC. By utilizing a model for DCs depletion, I showed that DCs are the
main type of APCs capable of capturing poly-IC and produce IFN-I (Figures 14-19). These
data are supported by previous research [220]. However, low level of IFN-I still can be
detected after DCs depletion suggesting that other cells may contribute to IFN-I production.
Indeed, it has been reported that stromal cells were capable of producing IFN-I after polyIC injection in vivo [172, 230]. However, the mechanisms by which these non-phagocytic
cells engulf poly-IC requires further investigation.
My data clearly showed that MDA5 activation by poly-IC was crucial for the expansion of
T cell responses using peptide/poly-ICLC vaccines (Figure 21). Cytoplasmic RIG-I like
receptors including MDA5 pathway function to detect viral nucleic acid in the cytoplasm
of infected cells. The mechanisms by which exogenous poly-IC reaches the cytoplasm and
activates the MDA5 pathway are not well understood. In this study, I compared 2 different
formulations of poly-IC to expand antigen specific cells.
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I observed that different formulations of poly-IC have dramatic differences in their abilities
to induce the production of IFN-I in an MDA5-dependent, TLR3-independent manner,
(Figures 22,24) and support the expansion of T cell responses (Figures 20-21).
Previous reports showed that poly-IC can induce endosomal destabilization and allow
escape of poly-IC into the cytoplasm [249]. Although this could explain the low ability of
poly-IC to activate MDA5 and induce some IFN-I production, it cannot explain the 8-fold
difference in IFN-I production using poly-IC and poly-ICLC (Figures 22,24). It has been
reported that cationic polymers such as poly-L-lysine (which is a component of poly-ICLC)
can increase the endosomal pH by consuming free protons in the endosome followed by
swelling, rupture and release of the endosome contents into the cytosol (proton sponge
effect) [250-252]. Thus, the presence of poly-L-lysine in the formulation of poly-ICLC
could facilitate the escape of poly-IC into the cytoplasm and improve MDA5 activation. In
addition, carboxymethyl cellulose may play a role in endosomal rupture by increasing the
water retention into the endosome.
It is considered that MDA5 stimulation supports T cell expansion mainly through IFN-I
production [228-230]. IFN-I has been shown to support T cell expansion in vivo either
directly or indirectly [253-255]. However, in our system, IFNαβR sufficient OT-1 cells
failed to expand in IFNαβR- KO hosts despite the relatively normal levels of IFN-I in
IFNαβR-KO mice (Figure 27). These data suggest that IFN-I may provide antiproliferative signal and limit CTLs expansion when it acts directly on T cells and in the
absence of other T cell stimulatory activities (e.g., IL2 and IL15) [256]. Several reports
and data above have shown that IFN-I signaling enhances the production of IL15/IL15Rα
complexes which have been shown to upregulate the anti-apoptotic signaling on T cells
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[256, 257]. Indeed, blocking IL15 signaling diminished T cell expansion in WT and
IFNαβR-KO mice. Moreover, exogenous administration of IL2Cx or αCD40 mAb (which
enhance the production of IL15/IL15Rα complexes) rescued the expansion of T cells
(Figures 28). Although we cannot detect IL2 in the serum after poly-ICLC stimulation,
blocking IL2 diminished the expansion phase (Figures 26). These discrepancies could be
explained by the versatile nature of this cytokine and its short half-life in the serum.
Although the levels of IL15/IL15Rα complexes in MDA5-KO and IFNαβR-KO mice were
similar, the level of IL15Rα on the surface of DCs was significantly higher in IFNαβRKO mice (Figure 25). It has been reported that IL15Rα is important to chaperon IL15 to
the surface of DCs and enhance the availability of IL15 for trans presentation to the T cells
[105]. Thus, IFNαβR-KO mice may have more stable IL15/IL15Rα complexes on the
surface of DCs sufficient to support the expansion of nearby T cells generated by
palmitoylated peptide (which require DCs for presentation) and not enough IL-15 to
expand the relatively distant T cells stimulated by minimal peptide presented by npAPCs.
Finally, these data suggest that combination of peptide-based cancer vaccines with polyIC formulations highly stimulatory for MDA5 such as poly-ICLC or the administration of
exogenous cytokines such as IFNβ, IL2 or IL15 could result in huge expansion of T cells
responses and hence better antitumor responses.
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B. Sustained IL2 signaling enhances the antitumor effect of peptide-based vaccines
by enhancing T cell expansion and preventing PD-1 inhibition
IL2 has been approved for treatment of some cancer types including metastatic melanoma
and renal cell carcinoma. In these cases, high doses of IL2 by itself (w/o vaccines) has
shown an objective response rate of 10-20%. Furthermore, although the combination of
peptide vaccine and IL2 slightly enhanced the antitumor effect of IL2, the differences were
not dramatic [258]. However, the vaccine used in this study was probably suboptimal, the
ability of T cells to recognize tumor cells was not confirmed and the IL2 was administered
early in the vaccination protocol. We have observed that IL2 signaling during the priming
phase of the immune responses enhanced the expansion of irrelevant (non-tumor specific)
T cells (data not shown), which are likely to compete with the antigen-specific T cells.
Conversely, administration of IL2 during the expansion phase (induced by the vaccine
booster) dramatically enhanced the proliferation of the vaccine-induced, tumor specific T
cells and their antitumor effect (Figures 31, 33 and 36). The antitumor effect of IL2Cx
and PEG-IL2 generated T cells cannot be attributed merely to the high numbers of effector
T cells because another potent vaccination strategy (TriVax) with relatively similar
capacity to induce a high number of tumor reactive T cells (Figure 38A), demonstrated
reduced antitumor effects (Figure 38D). In addition to increasing the number of tumor
reactive T cells, IL2 signaling enhanced the inherent ability of antigen specific cells to
resist PD-1 inhibition (Figure 39-40). Moreover, the antitumor effects of IL2 signaling
were similar to the antitumor effects achieved by PD-1/PD-L1 blockades [155, 163].
Recently, it has been shown that the PD-1 signaling inhibited the stimulatory activity of
CD28 [259, 260]. It is well known that CD28 costimulation enhances the production of
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IL2 that support T cell proliferation and effector functions. Thus, providing exogenous IL2
cytokines could bypass CD28 inhibition by PD-1 inhibitory signaling and explain the better
ability of T cells generated by IL2 signaling to resist PD-1 inhibitory effect.
It has been shown that STAT5 is crucial for the proliferation, survival and the effector
function of T cells [190, 239, 245, 246, 261]. Moreover, ZC-Ding et al showed that IL7
through STAT5 activation promoted the generation of poly-functional CD4 T cells [262].
However, the relation between STAT5 and PD-1 resistance has not been fully explored.
Here, I showed that TgTR1 cells transduced with CA-STAT5 can resist PD-1/PD-L1
signaling (Figure 41). Moreover, CA-STAT5 transduced cells showed similar antitumor
effect to BiVax/IL2Cx vaccination strategy (Aaron Fan and Celis et al manuscript in
preparation).
Combination of IL2 and mAb to form immune complexes have been shown to be practical
approach in the enhancing the adjuvant effect of IL2 [263, 264]. Whether IL2Cx can bind
directly to some of the IL2 receptors (CD122 or CD25) and exert direct biological effect
on T cells or whether IL2 must be released to acquire biological activity remains unclear.
Tomala, et al., [264] reported that a molar excess of αIL2 mAbs (S4B6, JES-6-1A12 or
JES-5H4) acted as IL2 neutralizing antibodies in vitro and inhibited the proliferation of
CTLL2 and other IL2 responses such as the expansion of memory CD8 T cells. Similarly,
we observed that excess of homologous mAb in the immune complexes inhibited the in
vitro proliferation of TgTR1 cells (Figure 44 left panel) and CTLL2 cells (data not
shown). Similarly, a molar excess of homologous mAb inhibited the proliferation of
TgTR1 cells in response to pamTrp1 peptide in vivo (Figure 45). In contrast, Phelan, et
al., [265] reported that the use of either 50 or 5000 µg of S4B6 mAb in IL2Cx had similar
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effect in the non-antigen-mediated expansion of T cells, suggesting that in their case the
complexes can bind directly to CD122. However, the same group showed that IL4 must be
released from IL4Cx to exert its agonist effect. In our model, both IL2Cx122 and IL2Cx25
increased the absolute numbers of Tregs cells in vivo (Figure 42), but there was no
evidence of these cells inhibiting the magnitude of the immune response. My data showed
that blocking either CD122 or CD25 completely abrogated the in vivo expansion T cells
using BiVax/IL2Cx122 (Figure 43 left panel). On the other hand, complete inhibition of in
vitro antigen-mediated T cell expansion required blockage of both CD122 and CD25
(Figure 44 left panel). These divergent results could be due to differences in the
concentrations of IL2 in the two model systems, where IL2 availability in vivo is probably
lower as compared to the in vitro system. In support that free IL2 is required for T cell
expansion mediated by IL2Cx, are the findings that pegylation of IL2 (which enhances the
half-life of IL2 and maintain its slow release into the circulation), had similar adjunct effect
to the IL2Cx (Figure 46).
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V. SUMMARY
In summary, my work has shown that the efficacy of peptide vaccines with poly-IC
adjuvant can be negatively affected by the presence of irrelevant CD8 T cells, which
compete for resources (i.e., cytokines) and that this problem can be alleviated by the
administration of IL2 during the expansion phase (boosting) of the immune response. In
addition, sustained IL2 signaling provides resistance to PD1-mediated T cell inhibition,
enhancing the therapeutic antitumor effects of the peptide vaccines. These findings could
be of value in the clinic to facilitate the design of CTL mediated immunotherapy strategies
for cancer.
On the other hand, the present studies underline the importance of the selection of
appropriate T cell epitopes for vaccine development against tumors. One must be aware of
potentially deadly autoimmune consequences in those instances when the vaccination
strategies are highly immunogenic and the tumor peptide epitopes are also expressed in
vital organs. This word of caution also applies to adoptive T cell therapies, where severe
off-target toxicities were observed when the tumor antigen (or a cross-reactive epitope) is
also expressed in normal tissues [266, 267]. One way to prevent autoimmune pathology is
the use of a tumor-associated antigen not expressed on a vital organ or a tumor-specific
antigen such as mutation-derived neoantigens [150, 268, 269].
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Bullet point summary
I.

Effective antitumor peptide vaccine can induce autoimmune pathology:
A. BiVax/IL2Cx and TriVax can overcome tolerance and induce similar
responses in Rip-gp model. (Figure 2, Figure 3)
B. Only BiVax/IL2Cx induces diabetes in RIP-gp mice (Figure 5)
C. PD-L1 blockade enhances the antitumor effect of TriVax with more ability
to induce autoimmunity. (Figure 6, Figure 11)
D. The use of tumor antigen that is expressed in the tumor and not in the
pancreas does not cause diabetes. (Figure 11)

II.

The role of MDA5 in an antigen mediated T cell expansion:
A. CD11c+ cells are required for T cell expansion by minimal and palmitoylated
peptide/poly-IC vaccines through cytokine production or palmitoylated peptide
presentation.
(Figure 14-19)
B. Poly-ICLC is better vaccine adjuvant than naked poly-IC through MDA5
stimulation. (Figure 20-21)
C. Poly-ICLC is a potent MDA5 stimulator through proton sponge effect.
(Figure 22-24)
D. The production of soluble IL15/IL15Rα complexes by poly-ICLC is IFN-I
dependent, but IL15Ra expression on DCs is IFN-I independent and MDA5
dependent. (Figure 25)
E. Expansion of T cells by pam-peptide/poly-IC vaccines is IFN-I independent,
MDA5, IL2 and IL15 dependent. (Figure 26 and 28)
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III.

Sustained IL2 signaling enhances T cell resistant to PD-L1 signaling:
A. Irrelevant T cells decrease the efficiency of peptide-based vaccines.
(Figure 30)
B. Administration of exogenous IL2 cytokines overcomes the suppressive
effects of irrelevant T cells.
(Figure 31)
C. IL2Cx enhances the antitumor effect of peptide/poly-IC vaccines.
(Figure 36-38)
D. IL2 signaling enhances T cell ability to resist PD-1 signaling.
(Figure 39-41)
E. Free IL2 is responsible for the adjutant effects of IL2Cx.
(Figure 43-46)
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